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To achieve satisfactory generalization abilities, machine learning models usually
require large amounts of labelled data. However, data labelling is very costly, even
in the era of big data. Transductive transfer learning looks at taking advantage of
the availability of labelled data in a source domain to tackle the lack of labelled
data in a task domain, using learning mechanisms to reduce the gap between both
domains, so that the trained models can perform robustly in the target domain.
In this thesis, we investigate transductive transfer learning using a deep genera-
tive approach in order to solve challenging computer vision tasks such as object
recognition and semantic image segmentation. Three novel models are developed
for these purposes. First, a Deep Adversarial Transition Learning framework is
proposed to project data from the source and target domains into intermediate,
transitional spaces through the employment of adjustable, cross-grafted genera-
tive network stacks, and an effective adversarial learning strategy between the
transitions, involving variational autoencoders (VAE) and generative adversar-
ial networks (GAN). Secondly, a Cross-Domain Latent Modulation method is
proposed, using deep representations of domain data to procure cross-domain
generations using VAEs with cross-domain modulation added into the reparame-
terization process. The mechanism can be used for both unsupervised domain
adaptation as well as image style translation. Thirdly, we propose a Leaking-
GAN model, making a GAN’s discriminator polluted by information leaking
from the generator. Combined with the mean-teacher mechanism, this leads to a
powerful semi-supervised semantic segmentation method with enhanced transfer-
ability. Empirical studies carried out using a number of benchmark datasets have
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Artificial Intelligence, or AI, is a research field that aims to understand and build entities
with various types of problem-solving abilities exhibited by ourselves Homo sapiens [1]. The
development of machine learning, especially with the rapid development of deep learning,
boosts AI significantly. Deep discriminative and generative models learn representations
of data with different kinds of abstraction. They have significantly improved the state-of-
the-art developments in natural language processing and computer vision applications [2]
(vision tasks are considered in this thesis). These remarkable successes also benefit from the
availability of a large volume of labelled data.
However, often, it is unrealistic to collect large volume labelled data in each new domain
for various vision tasks [3]. Also, data labelling is time-consuming and costly. Take the
example of the Cityscape dataset for semantic understanding in computer vision, which
contains street scenes of 50 cities. There are 5,000 fine, dense pixel annotations and 20,000
coarse polygonal annotations images with 30 classes. The image size is 2040 × 1016, and
the labelling is reported to require 90 minutes per finely annotated image [4]. Thus, we can
imagine that the labelling process is tedious. However, suppose we have some similar but
different labelled datasets (source domain). We can then utilize transfer learning, which
transfers the learned knowledge from the source to the target, to reduce the time and cost of
labelling dramatically.
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Despite that, there is always a distribution change or domain shift between two domains,
due to changes of illumination, pose, background and viewpoint in vision applications [5, 6, 3].
As a result, the performance of a classifier trained on the source domain is usually degraded
on the target domain. For example, Fig. 1.1 demonstrates the domain gap between the two
different handwritten digits dataset, MNIST and USPS, in different ways. Fig. 1.1a shows the
gap using principal component analysis (PCA) [7, 8, 9]. The digits in MNIST and USPS are
in 28× 28 and 16× 16 sized images, respectively. Both of them are with high-dimensional
features. We get their first two principal components for the visualization. This figure shows
that the two domains have an obvious gap between them. Fig. 1.1b is the result obtained by
t-SNE [10]. It maps the deep bottleneck representations (obtained by our proposed model
in Chapter 3) of the raw domain data into a 2-D visualization. Also, we can see that the two
domains are clearly separated. There will be a bad performance when the classifier trained
by the source is applied to the target. An adaptation is necessary for a task-specific classifier
trained using the source data to label the target data.
(a) PCA of a task MNIST-USPS (b) t-SNE of a task MNIST-USPS
Figure 1.1: Demonstration of the domain gap between the MNIST and USPS dataset before adaptation.
Blue dots are the representations of the source MNIST, while red dots are for the target USPS.
We need design models to transfer the knowledge between the domains by reducing the
domain shift. Transductive transfer learning or domain adaptation is a particular type of
transfer learning that utilizes labelled data in one or more relevant source domain to recognize
new target domains [5, 6] by aligning the source and the target. It is widely used in natural
language processing, computer vision applications, and medical image processing.
There are many different approaches for transductive transfer learning. Before deep learn-
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ing days, shallow statistical learning methods took charge of this [11, 12, 13]. Afterwards,
deep neural networks rapidly became a necessary tool for transductive transfer learning due
to its powerful feature extraction ability [14, 15, 16, 17]. We can then use discrepancy metrics
to pull the source and the target close by deep features, which we call this feature-level
adaptation. Recently, some models mapped the target images to the source or vice versa
directly [18, 19, 20], then alignment is conducted in pixel space, which we call pixel-level
adaptation. Compared with feature-level adaptation, the latter can adapt between different
domains and obtain a good visualization of the adaptation. This property is beneficial for
the interpretation of the adaptation, especially in computer vision applications. Besides, the
pixel-level approach can decouple the adaptation from the task-specific architecture [18].
Also, the adapted images can be used to augment the target dataset. It is becoming a research
focus in the transfer learning community.
Under this scenario, deep generative models are a natural choice for pixel-level adapta-
tion. They can sample from the data’s distribution and generate the corresponding images.
During the process, not only the realistic images but the deep representations of domain
data are obtained. Furthermore, the popular generative models, such as generative adver-
sarial networks [21] (GANs) and variational autoencoder [22] (VAEs), can work under the
semi-supervised scenario, which is beneficial to extend the adaptation to a semi-supervised
approach. This thesis will systematically investigate the image generation, latent encoding
manipulation and semi-supervised strategies for transductive transfer learning using deep
generative models.
Meanwhile, the challenges are there. First, we need more efforts to generate meaningful,
aligned cross-domain image generations to obtain a better adaptation. The domain gap then
is reduced between the generations. For this, it is challenging to design models for learning a
rich generation function. Also, we should keep the inter-class discrimination, i.e., we need to
consider how to guarantee the cross-domain generations with the same class to be close.
1.2 Contributions
We conducted the research to address these challenges and presented our solutions using
deep generative approaches in this thesis. We systematically investigated the different aspects
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of the deep generative approach from generations, latent encodings, and semi-supervised
strategy. They are related to each other but have their own focus, respectively. Our main
contributions are as follows.
Firstly, we propose deep adversarial transition learning (DATL) for unsupervised domain
adaptation. A novel intermediate transition representation space is proposed for the adaptation.
Also, we give a novel solution, cross-grafting generative stacks (CGGS), to obtain them. We
consider two sequential CGGS in our work. It is the first time to use such an approach to get
the generative intermediate representations to our best knowledge. Specifically, variational
auto-encoders (VAEs) are constructed for the domains, and bidirectional transitions are formed
by cross-grafting the VAEs’ decoder stacks. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are
then employed to map the target domain data to the label space of the source domain, which
is achieved by aligning the transitions initiated by different domains. Extensive experiments
demonstrate our novel model’s effectiveness.
Secondly, we propose deep cross-domain latent modulation (CDLM) for variational
transfer learning. First, a novel general framework, transfer latent space (TLS), is proposed
to adapt between domains. Then, some sufficient instances of TLS are obtained under
the consideration of the VAEs. Specifically, deep representations of the source and target
domains are first extracted by a unified inference model and aligned by employing gradient
reversal. Second, the learned deep representations are cross-modulated to the latent encoding
of the alternate domain. The consistency between the reconstruction from the modulated
latent encoding and the generation using deep representation samples is then enforced to
produce inter-class alignment in the latent space. Experimental results on several benchmarks
demonstrate that it is promising to construct the cross-domain latent space to achieve the
pixel-level adaptation.
Thirdly, we propose to use Leaking GAN, a GAN-based semi-supervised architecture, for
retina vessel semantic segmentation. Our novel model pollutes the discriminator by leaking
information from the generator. As a result, it leads to more moderate generations that benefit
the training of GAN. As a result, the unlabelled examples can be better utilized to boost the
learning of the discriminator, which eventually leads to stronger classification performance.
Also, to overcome the variations in medical images, the mean-teacher mechanism is utilized
as an auxiliary regularization of the discriminator. Further, we modify the focal loss to fit it as
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the consistency objective for the mean-teacher regularizer. Extensive evaluations on several
medical retina image datasets demonstrate our model’s effectiveness.
1.3 Publications
The following publications have been published or are currently under review and preparation
as a result of the work in this thesis:
1. J. Hou, X. Ding, J. D. Deng, and S. Cranefield, "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
using Deep Networks with Cross-Grafted Stacks," in IEEE International Conference
on Computer Vision Workshop (ICCVW), 2019, pp. 3257–3264. Honourable Mention
Paper Award of the Task-CV Workshop at ICCV
2. J. Hou, J. D. Deng, S. Cranefield, and X. Ding, "Cross-Domain Latent Modulation for
Variational Transfer Learning," IEEE Winter Conference on Applications of Computer
Vision (WACV), to appear, 2021.
3. J. Hou, X. Ding, S. Cranefield, and J. D. Deng, "Deep Adversarial Transition Learning
using Cross-Grafted Generative Stacks," IEEE Transactions on Neural Network and
Learning System (TNNLS), under review, 2020.
4. J. Hou, X. Ding, and J. D. Deng, "Semi-Supervised Semantic Segmentation for Ves-
sel Images using Leaking Perturbations," IEEE Journal of Biomedical and Health
Informatics (JBHI), under preparation, 2020.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis is organized as follows, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
In Chapter 1, we have presented the motivation for the research. Then the challenges in
the research were discussed in detail. Finally, following the challenging task, we summarized
our solution and contributions to the field.
In Chapter 2, we will introduce the background of transductive transfer learning. Firstly, a
brief introduction to transductive transfer learning is presented. We then introduce feature-
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Figure 1.2: Structure of this thesis.
and pixel-level adaptation and present a literature review according to the different adaptation
strategies. Finally, we introduce the generative adversarial networks [21] (GANs) and varia-
tional autoencoders [22] (VAEs), which are the two deep generative models we used in this
research.
In Chapter 3, we first introduce the intermediate representation strategy used in adaptation.
Secondly, we describe our model’s motivation and its differences from the current works.
Following the analysis, we demonstrate our model in depth. Next, we describe and analyse
the modules in our model in detail. Finally, our model’s performance is evaluated by many
benchmarks to show its effectiveness.
In Chapter 4, we focus on manipulating variational latent encodings for the transfer
learning tasks. We propose a generalized transfer latent space first. Then, we modulate the
domains’ information for the cross-domain generation. It is obtained by modification of the
reparameterization under the variational autoencoders (VAEs) scenario. Besides, the cross-
domain consistency is utilized for the inter-class alignment further. Several homogeneous
transfer learning tasks demonstrate our model’s effectiveness.
In Chapter 5, we leak the information between generator and discriminator by the skip
connection, improving the generalization ability in a GAN-based semi-supervised approach.
The leaking information can be treated as a noise signal to perturb the discriminator to obtain
more elastic classification boundaries. It also benefits cross-domain semantic segmentation.
Evaluations show that our model can obtain a competitive performance.







Before presenting our contributions in detail, let us revisit some background knowledge and
review the relevant literature first. Then, in Section 2.1, we will introduce the transductive
transfer learning and its feature- and pixel-level adaptation mechanism. Following the
literature review, two popular deep generative models used in this thesis are illustrated in
Section 2.3.
2.1 Transductive Transfer Learning
Transductive transfer learning is a branch of transfer learning. Before we get involved in
the review in-depth, let us give an overview of its top area, transfer learning first. Transfer
learning aims to apply the learned knowledge from the source task to improve the learning
performance for the target task. This transferability is appealing for many machine learning
applications. To make the machine learn, we assume that the training and test data are
independent identically distributed (i.i.d), i.e., they come from the same domain (dataset).
However, the i.i.d assumption can hardly hold in reality. It becomes more challenging when
the data are from different domains. This dataset shift (same domain) and domain gap
(different domain) downgrade a machine learning model’s performance. Transfer learning
attempts to solve this downgraded performance using a machine learning model trained on
one domain to recognize another domain.
To this end, a domain D contains d-dimensional feature space X ⊂ Rd and a marginal
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probability distribution p(X), where X is a particular sample set and X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ∈
X . That isD = {X , p(X)}. A task T consists of a label spaceY and a predictive function f(·).
That is T = {Y , f(·)}. The f(·) can be learned from the training data pairs {xi, yi},xi ∈
X, yi ∈ Y, where Y is the corresponding labels of X and Y ∈ Y . From a probability
perspective, there is T = {Y , p(Y|X)} [5].
Then, formally, transfer learning aims to improve the learning of the target predictive
function ft(·) in Dt by the knowledge learned from Ds and Ts, where Ds 6= Dt and Ts 6= Tt,
where the subscripts s and t are for the source and the target, respectively [5]. According to a
labelled or unlabelled target task [5, 23, 24, 25], we can categorize the transfer learning into




Only source is labelled















Different domains but single task
Single domain and single task
Target is labelled
Figure 2.1: Different transfer learning approaches.
In these approaches, unsupervised transfer learning aims to learn and transfer between
domains with unlabelled data. It focuses on the density estimation and cluster for different
domains, and there is little research about this topic currently. Inductive mechanisms learn a
general knowledge from the source task first, then apply the learning to the specific target
task. Meanwhile, transductive1 strategy transfers the learned knowledge from the source to
a particular target directly. It aims to improve the predictive function ft(·) in Dt using the
knowledge learned from Ds and Ts, where Ds 6= Dt, Ts = Tt. Also, some unlabelled data of
1More details about inductive and transductive learning are discussed in references [26, 27].
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Dt must be available at training time, and the target label is unseen.
We should note that the assumption p(Ys|Xs) = p(Yt|Xt) is rather strong and cannot
always hold in practical applications. Therefore the transductive transfer learning is relaxed
to the scenario with Ys = Yt = Y . Furthermore, due to the different feature spaces, there are
homogeneous (Xs = Xt) and heterogeneous (Xs 6= Xt) scenarios. In this thesis, we focus on
the homogeneous scenario, where Xs = Xt with p(Xs) 6= p(Xt) and p(Ys|Xs) 6= p(Yt|Xt).
With the various adaptation strategies, there are feature- and pixel-level adaptation approaches.
We will introduce them in the following sections.
2.1.1 Feature-level adaptation
The feature-level strategy is a natural choice for the adaptation from the pattern recognition
viewpoint. For most of the pattern classification and regression techniques, solutions are
feature-based [28, 29]. Here, the feature means that a vector represents the original objects
extracted by a manually designed feature extractor or learned by deep neural networks (DNNs)
in an end-to-end manner.
Table 2.1: Different approaches for feature adaptation.
Align the marginal distribution p(Xs) and p(Xt) directly
Models Discrepancy Metrics (DM) Adversarial Strategy (Adv)
shallow DM(p(Xs), p(Xt)) -
deep DM(p(Xs), p(Xt)) Adv(p(Xs), p(Xt))
Align the marginal distribution p(Xs) and p(Xt) by intermediates
Augment the feature space between domains
Many adaptation models focus on the feature-level aspect and have made rapid progress,
especially using deep learning. We summarize the different branches, as shown in Table. 2.1.
One branch attempts to align the marginal distribution of the source (p(Xs)) and the target
(p(Xt)) directly. Based on whether the adaptation models use deep-learning or not, we can
categorize them into shallow and deep feature adaptation. According to the strategy to align
the domain feature, we can organize them into discrepancy metrics and adversarial methods.
There are three different approaches with different permutations, except that adversarial
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strategy is usually applied in the deep models. The strategy of these approaches discussed
above is the same: feature extraction and feature alignment. A general framework is shown in
Fig. 2.2. On the other hand, one different branch is to bridge the p(Xs) and p(Xt) gradually.
That means we can augment the domains’ feature space by constructing intermediates. We





Figure 2.2: General framework of the feature-level adaptation that aligns the marginal distributions
directly.
Firstly, it is the approach of the shallow method with discrepancy metrics. Initially,
traditional machine learning and statistical methods were used to approximate the target’s
distribution to the source. A category uses domain discrepancy metrics, such as maximum
mean discrepancy [30] (MMD), to match the domains in Reproducing Hilbert Kernel Space
(RHKS). In [12], it is proposed to learn transfer components across domains in an RKHS
using MMD. Transfer joint matching [31] combines feature matching in MMD and instance
re-weighting for domain adaptation. It is a strategy that adopts the domain-level and inter-class
alignment jointly for the adaptation [32]. The reference [33] uses a probabilistic approach to
define a classifier for the source first. The similarity between the source and the target is then
utilized for the adaptation. Batch-normalization-based methods, such as [34, 35], use a batch
normalization layer to standardize the domains to make them have a close distribution. They
can be treated as matching the first and second moments, similar to MMD.
Secondly, we introduce the deep models with discrepancy metrics. Recent works have
shown that domain adaptation employing deep neural networks (DNNs) has achieved impres-
sive performance due to their strong feature-learning capacity. This provides a considerable
improvement for cross-domain recognition tasks [36, 14, 37, 38, 39, 20, 40, 41]. In the
context of deep models, to make the invariant features of different domains close, one strategy
is to utilize domain discrepancy metrics, as the shallow methods do. For example, in refer-
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ences [37, 14, 39], MMD is used to approximate the target to the source domain in RHKS.
Deep convolutional layers are utilized to extract the deep features, and the MMD is then used
to align the bottleneck layer’s features between two domains. The reference [37] discusses
how to choose the deep layer’s features for MMD in detail. In [42], central moment discrep-
ancy (CMD) is used for the adaptation. The authors first define the novel CMD utilizing
the equivalent representation of probability distributions by moment sequence. Then they
try to match the higher-order central moments by order-wise moment differences. In [43],
conceptual associative “transitions” between domains are gauged by a cross-entropy loss used
in training besides the classification loss to improve domain adaptation.
The third approach is to adopt adversarial learning [44, 16, 45, 17, 46] with deep models.
It is a popular strategy now. DANN [45] employs a gradient reversal layer between the feature
layer and the domain discriminator, causing feature representation to anti-learn the domain
difference and hence adapt well to the target domain. ADDA [44] first trains a convolutional
neural network (CNN) using the source dataset. An adversarial phase then follows, with the
CNN assigned to the target for domain discriminator training. The new target encoder CNN
is finally combined with the source classifier to achieve the adaptation. CDAN [17] proposes
to condition the adversarial adaptation models on discriminative information with predicted
labels, which improves adaptation by keeping the inter-class information. Recent work
FADA [46] aims to reduce the domain shift in a federated learning system using adversarial
techniques. The adversarial domain alignment is used to extract the domain-invariant features
for different nodes.
Some works also use intermediate representations to transfer the knowledge learned from
a previous task to learn the target task. Self-taught learning [47] first constructs a sparse
coding space using unsupervised learning on a large volume of natural images. Then the
targets are projected into the space to improve the recognition performance. For the geodesic
flow kernel [48, 49], the source and the target datasets are embedded into a Grassman
manifold, and then a geodesic flow is constructed between the two domains. As a result, a
number of augmented features are obtained for both domains, allowing a domain-adapted
classifier to be built for the target dataset. In [50], the manifold criterion (local information) is
combined with MMD (global regularizer) for the intermediate generations to guide transfer
learning. CORAL [51] uses correlation alignment for domain adaptation. It first calculates
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the covariance matrices of the source data and the target data. Then the source is whitened,
and finally, it recolours the whitened source using the target’s covariance.
Intermediate features are also deployed by the deep models to carry out the adaptation. For
example, DLID [52] uses deep sparse learning to extract an interpolated representation from
a set of intermediate datasets constructed by combining the source and target datasets using
progressively varying proportions. The features from these intermediate datasets are then
concatenated to train a classifier for domain adaptation. One very recent work [53] collects
web-crawled domain-related images as a bridge for image-to-image translation and domain
adaptation. The new images are added to the original datasets to improve performance. The
intermediate strategy is related to our work in Chapter 3, and more details will be presented
later.
2.1.2 Pixel-level adaptation
For image data, the feature’s dimension is lower than the number of image pixels. One
drawback of the feature-based approach is that the overall accuracy could suffer because
possibly important information is discarded. Also, good visualization of the adaptation is
appealing for computer vision applications. Recently, pixel-level adaptation [18, 20, 54] has
received attention due to the power of generative adversarial networks (GAN). In general, the
pixel-level strategy attempts to generate the cross-domain images for the adaptation, i.e., the
target to be source-like or vice versa. A general framework is shown in Fig. 2.3. The PixelDA
framework [18] generates synthetic images from source-domain images that are mapped to
the target domain. A task classifier is then trained from the source and synthetic images using
the source labels. The model GtA [55] utilizes a pixel-level alignment with AC-GAN [56] to
update the feature encoder. The extracted features are concatenated with their labels (a fake
label for target) as AC-GAN input. An additional classifier is trained using source features to
test the adaptation performance by the target features. It can be seen as an integrated version
by the feature- and pixel-level strategy. CyCADA [57] integrates the CycleGAN [58] with
consistency objectives to achieve feature- and pixel-level adaptation. The backbone of the
model is CycleGAN, and then to keep the semantic information, a reconstruction loss function
is added between the original and adapted images. Due to the additional objectives, it has a
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Figure 2.3: A general framework for the pixel-level adaptation.
Pixel-level adaptation is also often connected with image-to-image translation [20], which
maps an image in one domain to a corresponding image in another domain. CoGAN [19]
utilizes two paralleled GANs with weight-sharing constraints to learn a joint distribution for
the unsupervised image translation. UNIT [20] has a similar structure to the CoGAN, but
it introduces an unsupervised image-to-image translation framework based on a couple of
variational auto-encoders (VAEs) and GANs. A random pair of corresponding images in
different domains is mapped to a shared latent representation space to achieve translation.
In [59], a general image translation strategy is used for domain adaptation. Adversarial
learning is applied to align the latent encodings and the translated images in a cross-domain
scenario. A cycle consistency objective is added to achieve better performance. In DAI2I [60],
an adaptive mapping procedure is used to translate the out-of-domain images by the image-to-
image translation model trained by the source images.
The homogeneous image transfer is often interwoven with manipulating the latent space
together [61, 62, 63]. In the domain separation networks [40], separate encoding modules are
employed to extract the invariant representation and domain-specific representations from the
domains, respectively, with the domain-invariant representations being used for the domain
adaptation. References [20, 58, 64] map the inputs of different domains to a single shared
latent space, but cycle consistency is required for the completeness of the latent space. The
UFDN [65] utilizes a unified encoder to extract the multi-domain images to a shared latent
space, and the latent domain-invariant coding is manipulated for image translation between
different domains.
Note that the pixel-level adaptation is also different from image translation. The latter
aims to generate a realistic translated cross-domain image. Meanwhile, the former tries to be
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adapted by pixels, not strictly by a natural generation. Under this scenario, we can generate
meaningful representations for the adaptation.
2.2 Two Domain Alignment Strategies
In this section, we will describe two popular domain alignment strategies. Domain discrepancy
metrics are mainly used in feature-level adaptation. We only briefly describe it here. Our
work focuses on pixel-level adaptation using adversarial strategies. We give more details
about adversarial strategies.
2.2.1 Domain discrepancy metrics
We apply a distance metric to measure the discrepancy between the samples drawn from the
source and the target during the adaptation. Many criteria, such as Kullback-Leibler and
its generalization f−divergence, can measure their distance. However, many of them are
parametric or require an intermediate distribution estimation [12]. To this end, non-parametric
metrics, such as maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), is widely used in the domain adaptation
community [31, 12, 37, 40, 36, 39, 50].
We can define the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [66, 30] and its empirical estima-
tion as


















where F is a class of functions f : X → R, and Xs = (xs1,xs2, · · · ,xsm) and Xt =
(xt1,x
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2, · · · ,xtn) are independent and identically distributed samples drawn from p and
q, respectively.
Wasserstein distance is another popular non-parametric measure for the domain discrep-
ancy [67, 68, 69, 70]. The optimal transport problem [71] induces it. The Wasserstein distance
of order p′ between p and q (Wp′) can be defined by

















(p, q) is joint distributions of (xs,xt) with the marginal probability of p and q,
respectively.
Note that MMD and Wasserstein distance can also be utilized to guide generative adver-
sarial networks. We will describe them briefly in Section 2.3.1. Also, it is still open to design
a discrepancy metric. There are some recently proposed metrics, such as central moment
discrepancy [42] (CMD) and margin disparity discrepancy [72] (MDD), that attempt to obtain
a better adaptation performance.
2.2.2 Domain adversarial strategies
We discussed the discrepancy metrics for adaptation in Section 2.2.1. With the resounding
success of generative adversarial networks (GANs), adversarial methods are currently a
popular strategy to pull the domains close. The adversarial strategy is a zero-sum game,
aiming to achieve a Nash-Equilibrium (a saddle point) to obtain a domain confusion. It
is different from the process of GANs because of the different ultimate goals. We need
to regularize the deep neural networks (DNNs) to learn a domain-invariant representation.
For the different strategies, in general, they aim to solve the minmax problem by a domain







s.t. ψ(fs, ft), (2.6)
where D is the domain discriminator, f is the feature extractor, Ladv+ is the objective guiding
D to distinguish the source and the target, Ladv- is the loss function to penalize the feature
extractor for a domain-invariant feature, and ψ(fs, ft) is the constraint for the optimization.
There are different adversarial objectives from different strategies. First, we will introduce
the gradient reversal layer (GRL) strategy proposed in DANN [45, 15]. The loss functions
in [45, 15] are
Ladv+ = max
D
(Exs∼p(Xs)[logD(f(xs))] + Ext∼p(Xt)[log(1−D(f(xt)))]) (2.7)
Ladv- = min
f
(Exs∼p(Xs)[logD(f(xs))] + Ext∼p(Xt)[log(1−D(f(xt)))]). (2.8)
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A unified feature extractor is utilized for the feature extraction in DANN. However, there
is a problem that both the source and the target’s distributions are changing during the training.
To solve the problem, the authors design a pseudo-layer, gradient reversal layer (GRL),
inserted between the feature extractor and domain discriminator for the adversarial training.
It behaves as an identity transformation when DANN forwards propagation. However, it
multiplies the subsequent layer’s gradient by −λ and passes it to the preceding layer during
the back-propagation. It can be expressed as follows.




where I is an identity matrix. We gradually increase λ from 0 to 1 to suppress the noise at the
early stage of the training. Then, the training can eliminate the representations’ discrepancy
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Figure 2.4: Architecture of the gradient reversal layer (GRL) [45].
Domain confusion networks [16] proposes a different adversarial strategy. It adopts a
symmetric Ladv− for both the source and target under a changing distributions situation.
The domain confusion objective regularizes the feature extractor using a cross-entropy loss












We discuss the strategies using the variants of GANs adversarial objective above. A
two-stage adversarial strategy, ADDA [44], is proposed when we insist on a standard GANs
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adversarial loss function. The strategy mimics the GANs training that the source domain’s
distribution is a fixed real image space. Then, the target’s distribution is pulled close by the
adversarial training. There are two separate feature extractors fs and ft for the source and





There are two steps for adversarial training in ADDA. First, a fixed source’s distribution
space is learned by fs under supervised discriminative learning. A separated ft for the target
is guided by the Ladv- to learn the domain-invariant representations. The source’s feature space
is frozen during the target’s adversarial training. Finally, a shared classifier learned in step
one can also recognize the target. During the adversarial training, ft clones the pre-trained
weights of fs to obtain a good initialization.
2.3 Deep Generative Models
We study transductive transfer learning using deep generative models in this thesis. Next,
we will introduce two commonly used generative models, generative adversarial networks
(GANs) and variational autoencoders (VAEs).
2.3.1 Generative adversarial networks (GANs)
Deep neural networks learn a rich representation space for the data. The property is promising
for the discriminative model to recognize and the generative model to approximate a known
distribution. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) were introduced in [21] and are consid-
ered one of the most powerful generative models. There are two components, representation
spaceD andG, which should be considered in GANs. Two separate neural networks can build
them. One is the discriminator D, and another is the generator G. They act like a two-player
game to improve each other during the competitive game. The D tries to distinguish the fake
images generated by the G from the real images, while the G tries to produce more similar
images with the real ones to confuse the D. Finally, a trained G generates real images.
The generator’s input is some random noise sampled from a latent space, and its output
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is an image x, which is supposed to approximate the images in the original data space. Let
z be a sampled random variable from pz(z) and θg be the parameters of the differentiable
generator G. Then, the generator’s output can be denoted G(z;θg).
Meanwhile, the discriminator works as a binary classifier, which takes the original
images (x) and the outputs of generator (G(z;θg)) as input. Then, the discriminator D with
parameters θd attempts to distinguish the original images and the generations. The objective
of a generative adversarial network is
LGAN = Ex∼p(x)[logD(x;θd)] + Ez∼p(z)[log(1−D(G(z;θg);θd)]) (2.13)
The generator G tries its best to make the image realistic to fool the discriminator D,
and the discriminator maximizes the log-likelihood to distinguish what they are during the
training. The discriminatorD can tell apart the real and fake images easily at the early training
stage. In this case, log(1 − D(G(z;θg);θd)) saturates. In practice, we can maximize the
logG(z;θg) rather than minimize the log(1−D(G(z;θg);θd). The consideration leads to
invertible label training for GANs, in which the real images can be labelled as 1 and fake








Figure 2.5: Illustration of the generative adversarial networks (GANs).
There are some variants of the standard GANs with different loss functions. For example,
in [73, 74], the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) is utilized as the discriminator loss
function to decide the real and fake images with a fixed Gaussian kernel. On the other hand,
the Wasserstein GANs (WGANs) [75, 76] utilizes the Wasserstein distance as the measure
between the real and generation for the discriminator.
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Furthermore, GANs can be applied to a semi-supervised learning scenario [77]. The fake
generations are labelled as an additional K + 1 class samples. Then, the discriminator learns
the data’s distribution by pushing the fake generation into the K + 1 class and unlabelled
ones into K classes by
Lunsup = −(Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1− pmodel(y = K + 1|x))] + Ex∼pG(x)(log(pmodel(y = K + 1|x)))).
(2.14)
Here, we add the subscripts to distributions to note where they are from. We can substitute the
notation D(x) = 1− pmodel(y = K + 1|x) into the Eq. (2.14), we then obtain an expression
as
Lunsup = −(Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x;θd)] + Ez∼p(z)[log(1−D(G(z;θg)))]). (2.15)
The Eq. (2.15) then has the same form as the standard GANs. More details about the
GAN-based semi-supervised approach will be presented in Chapter 5.
2.3.2 Variational autoencoders (VAEs)
Another powerful deep generative model we use is variational autoencoders [22] (VAEs). It
is based on variational inference. Let us consider the i.i.d observations, and we assume the
data are generated by some random latent variable z. It is important to estimate the posterior
of z given the observation data X for the generation. From the variational inference view,
we assume a tractable prior p(z). We then try to maximize the model evidence pθ(x) by
approximating the estimated latent distribution as
log pθ(x) = DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z|x)) + L(θ,φ;x), (2.16)
where DKL(·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, φ are the variational parameters, θ are
the generative parameters, and L(·) is the variational lower bound or evidence lower bound
(ELBO).
According to Bayes’ rule [28, 78], Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten as
L(φ,θ;x) = −DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) + Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]. (2.17)
When we choose the neural network weights as the parameters, there is a clear connection
between Eq. (2.17) and an autoencder. The KL divergence item acts like a regularizer on
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the encoder to make the estimated latent variable distribution approximate to the prior, while
the second RHS item minimizes the reconstruction error under the latent variable z. One
more thing is that the back-propagation cannot pass through the stochastic layer [79]. A
reparameterization trick [22] is proposed to solve the problem. That is, to reparameterize the
latent variable z by a differentiable transformation gφ(ε,x) with an additional noise variable
ε. For a Gaussian example, the reparameterization can be expressed as
z = µ+ σ  ε, ε ∼ N (0, I) (2.18)
where µ,σ is the mean and standard deviation of the x respectively,  is the element-wise





Figure 2.6: Illustration of variational autoencoders (VAEs)
Finally, the KL divergence can be computed analytically and the MSE is often used as the








(1 + log(σ2i,j)− µ2i,j − σ2i,j) +
M∑
i=1
||xi − x̂i||22 (2.19)
where the M is the numbers of the data samples, J is the dimension of the latent encodings,
xi, x̂i are the i-th original and reconstruction data, respectively.
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2.4 Summary
We introduce the background on the transductive transfer learning and deep generative models
in this chapter. Firstly, we review the feature- and pixel-level approaches according to the
different adaptation strategies. Then we describe the discrepancy metrics and adversarial
strategies widely used by the domain adaptation community. Finally, we introduce two
powerful deep generative models used in this thesis, generative adversarial networks (GANs)





Deep Adversarial Transition Learning
for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
This chapter will introduce our proposed deep adversarial transition learning. It is based
on an intermediate generative perspective for unsupervised domain adaptation. First, the
introduction of our model is given. Then, the intermediate strategy used by existing works
is described. Following it, we present our motivation and solution in a generative approach
in detail. Also, the analysis of our generative intermediate is given. Finally, extensive
experiments demonstrate our model’s effectiveness.
3.1 Introduction
In general, for domain adaptation to occur, it is assumed that the source and target domains
are located in the same label space, but there is a domain bias. That means there is a domain
gap between different domains, and their marginal distributions are not equal. The challenge
is to find an effective mechanism to overcome the domain bias and successfully map the
unlabelled targets to the label space.
One way to achieve the knowledge transfer between domains is to construct intermediate
domain representations from which classification models may benefit, in addition to the
source domain data for learning. Furthermore, when the gap between the source and target
domains is significant, progressive generation and alignment of the intermediate domains
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may be helpful. To this end, we extend the self-associative mechanism in autoencoder
models [80, 22], and attempt to utilize deep representations trained across domains to achieve
better transfer learning. By employing a network that contains autoencoders constructed from
different domains with shared or exchanged stacks (stacked different layers) and is further
trained using adversarial learning for label alignment, it is hopeful that we can exploit these
cross-domain representations to leverage the network’s domain adaptation ability.
To implement these ideas, we propose in this thesis a novel Deep Adversarial Transition
Learning (DATL) framework that recruits deep unsupervised generative representations from
both the source and the target domains to construct intermediate representations, so-called
transitions, which are further aligned by adversarial learning to enable robust training and
testing within the transition spaces. Our approach is partly inspired by UNIT [20], but also
differs from the latter in two aspects: first, the generative layers in DATL are grafted rather
than just shared as in UNIT; second, adversarial learning is carried out not within the original
domains, but in the transition spaces as “bridges”. Consequently, cross-domain learning in the
DATL framework is more capable of handling adaptation tasks with significant domain gaps.
Specifically, we first construct two parallel variational autoencoders (VAEs) [22] to extract
latent encodings of the source and target domains using shared encoder stacks. Then we
generate bidirectional transitions by employing a novel mechanism of cross-grafting the
generative stacks in the decoders, denoted by CGGS. Furthermore, a couple of generative
adversarial networks (GANs) [21] are employed to carry out label alignment between the
transitions generated by inputs from the source and the target domains in order to achieve
accurate classification outcomes.
The proposed DATL framework provides a promising new method for unsupervised
domain adaptation. Through building transition spaces, feature learning is carried out across
domains, thus potentially increasing domain-invariance. The adversarial networks may further
push feature representations to be less domain-specific, leading to robust domain adaptation
performance. Furthermore, the generative stacks’ cross-grafting process is symmetric to both
domains, contributing to consistent performance on both adaptation directions, as revealed by
our experiment results. Another advantage of DATL, as demonstrated in our experiments, is
that the learned network components are preferably transferable across different tasks, i.e.,
the framework pretrained for one task can be employed to a new task without much retraining,
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which is an attractive trait for real-world applications.
3.2 Intermediate Representations for Domain Adaptation
Before we dive into the model, let us get some ideas from our data. Take the example of
MNIST and MNISTM; we evaluate the distribution of some samples from these two similar
but different domains by histogram [81, 82], and kernel density estimation [8].
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the estimated marginal distribution of the digits in MNIST p(Xs) and
MNISTM p(Xt) by colour histogram and overall kernel density estimation. The histogram is in
red, green and blue bins for the RGB channels, respectively. The purple curved line is the estimated
distribution by non-parametric kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel.
We can see that there is a large domain gap between them, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
histograms of the MNIST’s digits only focus on some values due to their black-white binary
values. In contrast, the MNISTM’s digits have a wider range due to the noised background.
From the observation, one natural idea is, can we build some intermediate distributions that
the target approximates to the source or vice versa like stepping stones?
Some shallow methods use intermediate representations to transfer the knowledge learned
from a previous task to learn the target task. To this end, the manifold is usually utilized to
generate the intermediates between the two domains. We can then bridge the source and the
target by the manifolds’ geometric properties. Take the reference [49] as an example, and the
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authors apply the Grassmann manifold for the intermediate representations. Grassmannian is a
smooth Riemannian manifold on which we can define geometric, differential, and probabilistic
properties.
In [11, 49], the source Xs and the target Xt are first projected into N × d linear subspaces
S1 and S2 by PCA [7, 8, 9]. The geometry of the space spanned by these N × d (N > d)
matrices is then utilized for the intermediate representations. The d-dimensional subspaces
S1, S2 in Rn can be treated as the points on Grasmman manifoldsGd,N . Then the intermediate
subspace can be obtained by the geodesic path of the Grassmannian. They are statistically
smooth and shortest path bridging two subspaces, making the intermediate representations
efficient, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Source
Target
Figure 3.2: Grasmman manifolds subspaces are obtained from the geodesic features. S1 and T1
are calculated by PCA first. Then they can be seen as the points on the Grassmannian to get the
subspaces [49].
Thirdly, the new representations are constructed by the domains’ original subspace with
the augmented geodesic intermediate representations. Then a classifier trained on the source’s
new features can also recognize the target. It is a kind of general strategy for the shallow
intermediate representations. Its schematic is shown in Fig. 3.3. References [48, 83] improve
the computations by geodesic flow kernel. Reference [50] also follows this general strategy
but using a distance criterion to pull the manifolds. The source’s manifolds then can reproduce
the target’s for the adaptation.
Recent works have shown that domain adaptation through deep neural networks (DNNs)
has achieved impressive performance due to the strong feature-learning capacity of a DNN.
The deep models for the adaptation also deploy the intermediates. The general idea is to mix
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Augmented Features for the Source Augmented Features for the Target
Shared Classifier
Training Test
Figure 3.3: The augmented shallow maniflods features are used for the adaptation.
or augment the source’s representation with the target’s in a different ratio to construct the
adaptation’s blended representations.
DLID [52] uses deep sparse learning to extract an interpolated representation from a
set of intermediate datasets constructed by combining the source and target datasets using
progressively varying proportions, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The features from these intermediate
datasets are concatenated to train a classifier for the adaptation. One very recent work [53]
collects web-crawled domain-related images as a bridge for image-to-image translation and
domain adaptation. The new images are added to the original datasets to improve performance.
Figure 3.4: Extracting the deep intermediate features from the mixed dataset with different blended
ratio [52].
The models mentioned above focused on feature-level intermediates. We can see that they
have a similar strategy: the intermediates are used to augment and bridge the representations
between the source and the target for adaptation. As we discussed in Chapter 2, pixel-level
adaptation has gained attention due to the power of generative adversarial networks (GANs)
recently. However, the generated intermediates are seldom reported. Such works [18, 20,
57, 59, 60] aim to generate cross-domain images by adversarial training. It often requires
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complex objectives and connects with image-to-image translation. They are not flexible for
adaptation scenarios.
Our proposed DATL framework combines two ideas from these prior works: constructing
intermediate cross-domain pixel-level representations and employing adversarial networks
for label alignment. It is beyond the existing methods of intermediates, which only act
unidirectionally. Specifically, DATL incorporates VAEs to learn feature representations, a
cross-grafting step to generate bidirectional cross-domain transferable associations, and a
generative adversarial approach that carries out the alignment using classification source-
target transitions, not the original images. A detailed description of our framework is given in
Section 3.3.
3.3 DATL: Deep Adversarial Transition Learning
So far, we have introduced the strategy used to get the intermediate representations for the
adaptation. Besides, we summarize our solutions for the challenging task of generating
intermediates. In this section, we will demonstrate our DATL in detail.
3.3.1 Motivation
As we discussed in Chapter 2, UNIT [20] is a typical Siamese architecture (two identical
subnetworks) [84, 85] of the adversarial learning model. It exploits two streams for the source





Figure 3.5: Model schematic of UNIT [20]. It has two parallel VAE-GAN structures.
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For the model, the VAEs and GANs are combined to play different roles. Therefore, we
can split the architecture into some subnetworks, as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The roles of the subnetworks in UNIT.
subnetworks {Es, Ds} {Es, Dt} { Ds, D1} { Es, Ds, D1} { Ds, Dt, D1, D2}
Roles VAE for Xs Translator Xs → Xt GAN for Xs VAE-GAN [62] CoGAN [19]
The weights of high-level encoders and decoders (Esh and E
t





decoders) are shared between the two streams. This sharing is reasonable in image scenarios.
The high-level representation can be seen as the realization of the deep latent encodings (e.g.
“car” in the images). Meanwhile, the low-level representations are the actual image formation
functions (e.g. “green car” in the source and “red car” in the target). The sharing cannot
guarantee a good cross-domain translation. It is useful to obtain a joint distribution for the
source and target domain from the probabilistic perspective, then the marginal information of
domains can be acquired.
According to the coupling theory [86, 87], the marginal distribution could be obtained
by an infinite set of joint distributions. To address this problem, a shared latent space is
employed in UNIT. A pair of corresponding images xs,xt in different domains can be
mapped to the shared latent representation space z (Fig. 3.6). Then two parallel VAEs are
used for the shared latent representation extraction (E for encoder and D for decoder). We
have z = Es(xs) = Et(xt) for the latent space, and xs = Ds(z),xt = Dt(z) for the
reconstructions. Then the translation functions Fst and Fts are learned to map the image from
one domain to another, where xs = Fts(xt) = Ds(Et(xt)) and xt = Fst(xs) = Dt(Es(xs)).
The high level representations are shared between the encoder (Es, Et) and the decoder
(Ds, Dt).
Inspired by UNIT, we also assume a shared latent space for the joint latent representations.
However, the latent encodings not only are decoded back to their domains but also projected
into some intermediate domain representations (Fig. 3.7), i.e., transition spaces. We relax the
decoder’s shared condition for transition generation, and a novel grafted decoder (CGGS)
is used for this. Specifically, the transition spaces can be constructed by cross-grafting the
learned deep decoder stacks from the source and the target, i.e., swapping the different decoder
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Figure 3.6: The shared latent space assumption in UNIT [20]. They assume that for any given pair of
images in different domains, there is a shared latent space z. The images from different domains can
be recovered by latent coding.
stacks of the source and the target, as shown in Fig. 3.8. According to the different grafted
types in layers, it can generate various joint distribution spaces. UNIT could be viewed as
a special case of our model. We exploit two special cases in which the CGGS is grafted
sequentially in our work: Dst and Dts. The outputs of mixed decoder (transitions), taking
Dst as example, are Xsts = D
st(Es(Xs)) and Xstt = D
st(Et(Xt)).
Figure 3.7: Transition spaces based on the shared latent space assumption. Dst and Dts are two kinds
of sequential CGGS, and xst = Dst(z) and xts = Dts(z) are the intermediate reconstructions.
Therefore, our motivation is to construct an intermediate pixel-level space p(Xst) or
p(Xts). Then the samples in this space are similar and meaningful in the visual field. We use
CGGS to generate transition spaces using latent encodings from the shared latent space. These
transitions can be seen as novel varieties of images in the source and the target domains. They
improve the performance of domain adaptation in reducing the gap between the two domains.
The intermediate transitions play a role as stepping stones to bridge the two domains. Then







Figure 3.8: The CGGS is built by cross-grafting decoders of the source and the target. For example,
the upper CGGS is built by two layers of the source’s decoder (red layers) and four layers of the
target’s decoder (green layers).
close further.
3.3.2 DATL framework
Let us consider two domains: one is a source domain Ds, which is constructed from ns
images Xs = {xsi}nsi=1 and their corresponding labels ys = {ysi }
ns
i=1; the other is a target
domain Dt = {(Xt, y t)}, where nt images Xt = {xti}nti=1 are available, but their labels
y t = {yti}nti=1 are not. The source and the target samples are drawn from the joint distributions
P(Xs,Xt), with a domain bias: p(Xs) 6= p(Xt). Our goal is to learn marginal transition
spaces bearing similarity to both domains from the joint distribution P(Xs,Xt), i.e., some
marginal distribution between p(Xs) and p(Xt) as a bridge for knowledge transfer, based on
which the target images can be successfully classified.
Our framework is shown in Figure 3.9. There are three main steps in the end-to-end model.
We list the notations used for the model description as below first.
Firstly, in module A, a pair of VAEs are implemented using convolution layers (CNNs).
Both the encoders and decoders are divided into high and low-level stacks. The high-level
layers of the encoders are shared between domains. We assume that they have the same latent
space with a normal prior N (0, I). We learn the representations of encoder and decoder by
the VAE’s objective in this module. The process can be described as follows. The learned
latent encodings can be obtained when the image inputs xs and xt are fed into the encoder.
zs = µs + σs  εs (3.1)
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A. Latent Encoding Learning
B. Cross-Grafted Receptive Stacks (CGRS)
C. Domain Alignment and Transfer
Task Classification
Figure 3.9: Overview of the DATL framework [88]. Module A: high-level encoder stacks Esh, E
t
h are
shared (indicated by the dashed line). Dsh and D
t
h are high-level decoder stacks of the source and the
target domains respectively, whereas Dsl , D
t









the transitions reproduced by CGGS (Dst ≡ [Dsh ◦Dtl ] and Dts ≡ [Dth ◦Dsl ]) from latent encodings;
Module C: G1 and G2 are adversarial generators, while D1, D2 are discriminators. Best viewed in
colours.
Table 3.2: List of notations used in the description of DATL.
Notation Description Notation Description Notation Description
Xs/ys source/label Xt/yt target/label Es source’s encoder
Et target’s encoder Ds source’s decoder Dt target’s decoder
Esl low-level of source encoder E
t
l low-level of target encoder E
s
h high-level of source encoder
Eth high-level of target encoder D
s
l low-level of source decoder D
t
l low-level of target decoder
Dsh high-level of source decoder D
t
h high-level of target decoder D
st CGGS of st channel
Dts CGGS of ts channel Xsts /X
st
t source/target transition of D
st Xtss /X
ts




t adversarial transition of the target x̂s/x̂t source/target reconstruction G1 generator for X
st
t
G2 generator for Xtst D1 discriminator for G1 D2 discriminator for G2
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zt = µt + σt  εt (3.2)
where zs ∼ q(zs|xs), zt ∼ q(zt|xt) and ε ∼ N (0, I).  is the element-wise product. The
high-level of encoders are shared between the source and the target. The shared process can









After we obtain the latent encodings according to the variational estimation, the decoders
are utilized to get the reconstructions for domains. The decoders don’t share weights between
domains.
x̂s = Ds(zs ∼ q(zs|xs)) = E(log pDs(xs|zs)) (3.4)
x̂t = Dt(zt ∼ q(zt|xt)) = E(log pDt(xt|zt)) (3.5)
In our model, the learned shared latent space makes zs and zt distributed in the same space,
as shown in Fig. 3.10. We then reconstruct the source and the target domain by decoders
feeding the shared latent encodings, respectively. It thus inspires our next step to build a
cross-domain decoder to construct the intermediate transitions. To this end, let us inspect the
representations of the decoder first. They are learned to reconstruct and generate the images
when the VAEs are trained.
Figure 3.10: The learned shared latent space zs and zt in the task MNIST-MNISTM, visualized using
t-SNE. The blue dots are for the source (MNIST), and the red for the target (MNISTM).
There are different ways to evaluate the features learned by the networks, such as vi-
sualizing the activations, convolution filters, and back-propagation to images [89]. In this
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thesis, we choose to investigate the filters’ weights. Under this approach, the visualizing
image pixel’s intensity demonstrates the weight of the connection to the given neuron. We
visualize the weights of the source decoder and the target decoder respectively in the task
MNIST-MNISTM, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Here, we demonstrate the first two neurons in each
layer. Their estimated distributions by histogram [81, 82] and kernel density estimation [8]
(KDE) are also given in the figures.
Fig. 3.11 shows that the weights’ estimated distributions of corresponding layers are
similar between the two domains. Therefore, the analysis above inspires us to utilize the shared
latent encodings and the cross-domain decoder layers to generate meaningful intermediates.
We thus propose to graft the different deep decoder stacks to construct new cross-domain
grafting generator stacks (CGGS) for the intermediate transitions, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
The latent encodings pass through the cross-grafted stacks, forming cross-domain tran-
sitions. We can graft the decoders in different permutations. In module B, we construct
two parallel CGGS by grafting the low and high-level decoder stacks of the source and the







are generated when the latent encodings from different domains (indicated by subscripts)
pass through the CGGS (order indicated by superscripts). We then can obtain the generated
intermediate transitions shown in Fig. 3.12.
From Fig. 3.12, we can see that the transitions of MNIST and MNISTM have a close
appearance. The transitions help the adaptation between domains significantly (detailed
analysis in Section 3.4). However, more effort is needed to pull them closer for better
performance. Besides, the samples of the source and the target are unpaired during adaptation.
For example, the digit ‘1’ in the source may not be fed along with its counterpart ‘1’ but with
the digit ‘4’ in the target. To this end, in the domain alignment module C, two adversarial
generatorsG1 andG2 are utilized for transitions. They are used to generate the target transition
adversarial to the source’s transition and vice versa. The situation when the source transitions
work as the “real player” for the adversarial generation is shown in Figure 3.91. Here the
adversaries of the corresponding target transitions are X̃stt , and X̃
ts
t . The discriminators
D1, D2 are used to distinguish transitions of Xsts from X̃
st





1The arrangement can be flexible, i.e., it also works if the target transition is used as the real player.
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Figure 3.11: Evaluation of the decoders (the source and the target) features in task MNIST-MNISTM.
The left column is for the source (weights and their estimated distributions by histogram and kernel
density estimation), the right is for the target. The first two filters (neurons) in layers 1 - 5 are
demonstrated. The red line is for kernel density estimation.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of generated transitions of task MNIST-MNISTM. The first column is for the
original images. The second and third column are transitions of the channel Dst and Dts, respectively.
For each channel, the transitions have a close appearance both from the source and the target. The
grafting causes the style changes of the images, while the same channel has the same style. A detailed
analysis about this is in Section 3.3.3.
We introduce a content similarity strategy [18, 64] between the Xsts (X
ts





enhance the training stability and a further inter-class alignment for the adaptation.
Finally, the aligned transitions are fed into the task classifier to complete the adaptation.
The training process adopts standard back-propagation. In contrast to the conventional domain
adaptation framework in which the classifier input is {Xs,ys} and output is {Xt, ŷt}, our
model’s classifier is trained by {Xsts ,ys}, {Xtss ,ys} and tested by {X̃stt ,yt}, {X̃tst ,yt}. In
short, the transitions of the source data are used for training, and the adversarial generation of
the target data are used in testing.
3.3.3 Adversarial generation of transitions
This section presents the adversarial generation of transitions from a probabilistic perspective
and shows that the cross-domain transitions are perturbation spaces between the source and
target domains.
Following the model description in Section 3.3.2, firstly, we obtain the latent encodings of
source and target domains using VAEs [22], assuming they have a normal prior distribution.
They encode a data sample x to a latent variable z and decode it back to the data space as x̂.
We obtain the latent encodings zs and z t, which are conceptually sampled from conditional
probability densities q(zs|Xs) and q(z t|Xt) respectively.
Cross-grafted generative stacks are then constructed to map the encodings to the cross-
domain transition spaces, which are later aligned to the source domain’s transitions space by
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the GAN. We explain the cross-grafting process in detail as follows.
When the latent encoding zk (zs or z t) passes through its original VAE, the generation
of transitions can be expressed in a generative framework [90, 91]. Specifically, for zs to go









1|zs, θ1Dhs ), (3.6)
where N is the number of high-level decoder layers, θcDih denotes the network parameters
of Dhs in the c-th layer, andm
c is the corresponding output space of that layer. Then, going
through the lower stack of decoder Dls,m









1|mN , θ1Dls), (3.7)
where M is the number of low-level decoder layers, nc is the output space of low-level
decoder of layer c, and θc
Dls
stands for the parameters of Dls in that layer.
Now, with CGGS, we first look at the route of zk → Dsh → Dtl , i.e. the latent encodings
zk from the source domain may go through the higher stack Dsh (from the source), followed
by the lower stack Dtl (from the target), resulting in a transition representation X
st
s . This path
is related to the following generative model, with Dtl being interpreted as its counterpart D
s
l
























Therefore transition Psts can be seen as a perturbed version of the reconstruction Psss .
Similarly, with another route zk → Dth → Dsl , source latent encodings zs first go through the
high-level stack Dth, which is in effect a perturbation from D
s


























and the perturbed output m̃N will go through Dsl , the lower stack from the source’s decoder:








1|m̃N , θ1Dsl ). (3.10)
Again, we see that P tss is a perturbed version of Psss . The other transitions Pstt and P tst can be
similarly analysed as being the perturbed versions of P ttt . These transitions bridge the gap
between the source and target domains. Thus, in short, we can treat the CGGS as perturbed
versions of the decoders compared with the original ones. The perturbations (i.e., the weight
differences between the grafted and the original decoder layers) are injected in a cross-domain
manner. Take the CGGS Dst as an example. This could keep the character of the source
decoder, but also get the target’s information involved in the reconstruction. As a result, the




The transitions are constructed, but the alignment of transitions to the label space of the
source domain is yet to be done. For example, we can easily migrate the label information
from source Xs to the source-initiated transition Xsts . Yet for the target-initiated transition
Xstt , this is not straightforward, as the target pattern xt is not paired with the source pattern
xs with label consistency — rather, xt can be an arbitrary target pattern. To get the label
distributions aligned, we use generator and discriminator pairs (D1 and G1; D2 and G2) to
align the transitions generated by different latent encodings. Following the discussion given
in [21], the adversarial game between the generators and the discriminators can be seen as
a learning process in effect to minimize the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence2 between the














where θGk (G1 when i = s, j = t and G2 for i = t, j = s) are used as generators for X̃
st
t
and X̃tst during the alignment, as shown in Figure 3.9. The alignment process reduces the
domain gap between data being used for training and testing (e.g. Xsts and X̃
st
t ), leading to
more robust transfer learning performance.
2Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence is a symmetric divergence. It can be calculated by KL(p(x)||m(x)) +
KL(q(x)||m(x)), where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and m(x) = p(x)+q(x)2 . More discussion about
the JS for GAN can be found in [92, 93].
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3.3.4 Learning in DATL
To train our model, we jointly solve the learning problems of all its modules. Our loss
function contains four parts: the loss for the in-domain VAEs [22], the loss for the cross-
domain adversarial learning, content similarity, and finally, the classifier training loss.
First, we need to learn the representations of the source and target domains from the
encoders and decoders. Here, we minimize the in-domain VAEs loss functions, which contain
both the reconstruction error and a prior regularization:
LVAEs = λ1Lrec + λ2Lprior, (3.12)
where the reconstruction error is given by
Lrec = −{Eqs(zs|Xs)[log ps(Xs|zs)]
+ Eqt(zt|Xt)[log pt(Xt|z t)]},
(3.13)
and the prior regulation is achieved by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between the prior and the variational encoding prior:
Lprior = KL(qs(zs|xs)||p(z)) + KL(qt(z t|xt)||p(z)), (3.14)
and λ1 and λ2 are the weights for the reconstruction and the variational encoding parts
respectively.
To align the source and target domains, we use adversarial learning for the two transition
spaces Pst and P ts. Specifically, for the source-initiated transition Xsts , a generative adversar-
ial, X̃stt , is learned based on the target-initiated transition X
st
t . The adversarial objective LstG
is:
LstG = Exs,zs [logD1(Xsts )]
+ Ext,zt [log(1−D1(G1(Xstt ))],
(3.15)
where D1(x) is the probability function assigned by the discriminator network, which tries to
distinguish the generated source-based transitions from the target-based ones. For P ts, the
adversarial objective LtsG is similarly defined:
LtsG = Exs,zs [logD2(Xtss )]
+ Ext,zt [log(1−D2(G2(Xtst ))].
(3.16)
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The overall adversarial generative cost function is therefore a sum weighted by a hyperparam-
eter λ0:
LG = λ0(LstG + LtsG). (3.17)
For training stability, we introduce a content similarity metric for the transitions [18, 64].
Either the L1 or L2 penalty can be used to regularize the transitions, such as MSE, pairwise
MSE, and Huber loss. Here we simply use MSE. The MSE loss for transitions Xst is given as
follows:
Lstc = E(Xs,Xt)||Xsts − X̃stt ||22. (3.18)
For Xts, Ltss is similarly defined. The overall content objective for transitions is weighted by
parameter λ3:
Lc = λ3(Lstc + Ltsc ). (3.19)
For the final loss component, we use a typical soft-max cross-entropy loss for the classification
task:
LT = EXs [−ys log Ts(Xsts )− ys log Ts(Xtss )], (3.20)
where ys is the class label for source Xs, and Ts is the task classifier.







(LVAEs + LG + Lc + LT ). (3.21)
We solve this optimization problem of the loss function optimization by three alternating
steps trained iteratively:
1. Learn the latent encodings and update (Es, Et, Ds, Dt) and CGGS (Dst, Dts), but keep
Discriminators (D1, D2), and Generators (G1, G2) unchanged;
2. Update D1, D2 and the classifier T , while keeping the two VAE channels, CGGS stacks,
and the generators unchanged;
3. Update (Es, Et, G1, G2), while keeping other components fixed.
In other words, DATL is trained by iterations of these three steps, repeated for each mini-
batch. First, the encoders Es, Et and decoders Ds, Dt are initialized with random normal
weights, then the CGGS are achieved by cross-grafted decoders in the first step. Following
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the step 1, the step 2 and 3 are performed. Finally, when step 1 is repeated, the CGGS is
changed as a result of the update to decoders.
Algorithm 3.1: Training of the DATL framework
Input: Source: Xs, ys, Target:Xt
Result: Model Weights of DATL
1 θE,θD,θCGGS,θG,θDis,θT ← initialization with random normal weights
2 for iterations of traning do
3 z ← sample from N (0, I)
4 Xs,Xt← sample mini-batch
5 zs, z t← sample from q(zs|Xs) and q(z t|Xt)






t by feeding zs, z t through CGGS
7 Generate X̃stt , X̃
ts
t using (G1, D1) and (G2, D2)
8 LVAEs,LG,Ls,LT ← calculated by Eq. (3.12) to (3.20)
9 for iterations of VAE updating do
10 θE,θD ← –∆θE ,θD (LVAEs)
11 end
12 for iterations of discriminator updating do
13 θDis,θT ← –∆θDis,θT (LG + LT )
14 end
15 for iterations of generator updating do
16 θG← –∆θG,θE (LG + Lc + LT )
17 end
18 end
We summarize our model with Algo 3.1. We also compare the DATL model’s prop-
erties with several state-of-the-art generative models for unsupervised domain adaptation
in Table 3.3. Compared with the feature-level unsupervised domain adaptation methods,
generative pixel-level models can obtain visually compelling results. For some of these
adaptation methods, such as UNIT and CyCADA, a cycle-consistency loss is necessary to
ensure the efficient transformation between two domains, increasing the complexity of the
training process. In contrast, our model avoids the use of cycle-consistency but relies on an
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effective combination of content similarity and adversarial learning to make the generated
transition images resemble both domains. Our model can also be flexibly customized for the
given tasks, i.e., the exact setting of CGGS can be tuned depending on the adaptation needs.










PixelDA [18] 3 3 7 7
UNIT [20] 3 7 7 7
CyCADA [57] 3 7 7 7
GtA [55] 3 3 7 7
DATL 3 3 3 3
3.4 Experiments
We have evaluated our model on some benchmark datasets used commonly in the domain
adaptation literature for several different adaptation scenarios, including digits and non-digits,
synthetic and real images, and multi-class object images. Example images of these datasets
are shown in Figure 3.13. We compare our DATL method with the following state-of-the-art
domain adaptation methods: Pixel-level domain adaptation (PixelDA) [18], Domain Adver-
sarial Neural Network (DANN) [45], Unsupervised Image-to-Image translation (UNIT) [20],
Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Domain Adaptation (CyCADA) [57], and Generate to Adapt
(GtA) [55].
We also use source-only and target-only training as reference scenarios to provide the
performance lower and upper bounds, respectively, following the practice in [18, 45]. The
model is trained on the source dataset only for source-only training and then tested on the
target dataset. For target-only, the target dataset is used for training and testing.
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(a) MNIST (b) MNISTM (c) USPS (d) M-Digits (e) Fashion
(f) FashionM (h) L-Real(g) L-3D (j) STL10(i) CIFAR10
Figure 3.13: Example images from the datasets used in our experiments.
3.4.1 Datasets and adaptation tasks
We construct six domain adaptation tasks using ten datasets, all with bidirectional adaptation
except the LineMod task.
MNIST  MNISTM: This is a scenario where the image content is the same, but the target
data are polluted by noise. The MNIST handwritten dataset [94] is a viral machine learning
dataset. It has a training set of 60,000 binary images and a test set of 10,000. There are ten
classes in the dataset. MNISTM [45] is a modified version for the MNIST, with random RGB
background cropped from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset3 inserted. In our experiments,
we use the standard split of the dataset.
MNIST  USPS: For this task, the source and target domains have different contents but
the same background. USPS is a handwritten ZIP digit dataset [95]. The U.S. Postal Service
collected it from envelopes processed at the Buffalo, N.Y Post Office. It contains 9298 binary
images (16 × 16), 7291 used for training, and the remaining 2007 for testing. The USPS
samples are resized to 28× 28, the same as MNIST.
Fashion  FashionM: Fashion-MNIST [96] contains 60,000 images for training, and 10,000
for testing. All the images are in grayscale, 28× 28 in size. The samples are collected from
10 fashion categories: T-shirt/Top, Trouser, Pullover, Dress, Coat, Sandal, Shirt, Sneaker, Bag,
and Ankle Boot. There are some complex textures in the images. Following the protocol
in [45], we add random noise to the Fashion images to generate the FashionM dataset as the
counterpart.
MNIST  M-Digits: In this task, we designed a multi-digit dataset to evaluate the proposed
model, noted as “M-Digits”. The MNIST digits are cropped first and then randomly selected,
combined, and randomly aligned in a new image, limited to 3 digits in maximum. The central
3URL https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/bsds/
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digit decides the label for the new image. All images are resized to 28× 28.
CIFAR10  STL10: CIFAR10 is a labelled subset of a dataset with 80-million tiny im-
ages [97]. It has ten classes, and each class has 5000 training images and 1000 testing images,
all of size 32×32. The other dataset, STL10, also has ten classes, and the images are acquired
from the labelled ImageNet data [98]. There are 500 training images and 800 testing images
for each class. The two datasets share eight common classes: airplane, bird, cat, deer, dog,
horse, ship, truck. These classes are used for the adaptation task. Images in STL10 are resized
to 32×32.
LineMod 3D synthetic → Real images: We followed the protocol of [18] and rendered
the LineMod [99] dataset for the adaptation between synthetic 3D images (source) and real
images (target). We denote them as L-3D and L-Real for brevity. The objects with different
poses are located at the centre of the images; the synthetic 3D models are rendered with a black
background, while the real images feature a variety of complex indoor scenes. Only the RGB
images are used, and the depth images are not. We use the standard cropped version [100].
There are 16962 synthetic 3D images and 13328 real images.
3.4.2 Implementation details
All the models are implemented using TensorFlow [101] and trained with mini-batch gradient
descent using Adam optimizer [102]. The initial learning rate is 0.0002. Then it adopts an
annealing method, with a decay of 0.95 after every 20,000 mini-batch steps. The mini-batch
size for both the source and target domains is 64 samples, and the input images are rescaled to
[-1, 1]. The hyper-parameters for the loss function are λ0 = 1, λ1 = 10, λ2 = 0.01, λ3 = 1.
In our implementation, the latent space is sampled from a normal distribution N (0, I),
and is achieved by the convolutional encoders. The transpose convolution [103] is used in the
decoder to build the reconstruction image space. Our model follows a similar structure as
given in [20], but we modify the padding strategy to ‘same’ for convolution layers. For the
sake of convenience in the experiments, we add another 32-kernel layer before the last layer
in the decoders. The stride is 2 for down-sampling in the encoders, and the counterpart in the
decoders is also 2 to get the same dimensionality as the original image. The encoders for the
source and the target domains share their high-level layers. We add the batch normalization
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between each layer in the encoders and the decoders. The stride step remains 1 for all the
adversarial generators’ dimensions, and the kernel was 3 × 3. It adopts the structure of
PixelDA [18], which uses a ResNet architecture. The discriminators fuse the domains and
are also part of the task classifier for label space alignment. These follow the design in [20].
However, we do not share the discriminator’s layers of Xst and Xts channels. Also, we
replace the max-pooling with a stride of 2× 2 steps.
3.4.3 Quantitative results
Now we report the classification performance of our proposed model. In our model, transitions
Xsts and X
ts





used for testing. For the various adaptation tasks, we cite the literature’s performance where
applicable; otherwise, the performance is obtained using the open-source code provided by
the relevant work with the suggested optimal parameters.
Table 3.4: Mean classification accuracy comparison. The "source only" row is the accuracy for target
without domain adaptation training only on the source. The "target only" is the accuracy of the full
adaptation training on the target. For each source-target task the best performance is in bold.
Source MNIST MNISTM MNIST USPS MNIST M-Digits Fashion FashionM
Target MNISTM MNIST USPS MNIST M-Digits MNIST FashionM Fashion
Source Only 0.561 0.633 0.634 0.625 0.603 0.651 0.527 0.612
CyCADA [57] 0.921 0.943 0.956 0.965 0.912 0.920 0.874 0.915
GtA [55] 0.917 0.932 0.953 0.908 0.915 0.906 0.855 0.893
CDAN [17] 0.862 0.902 0.956 0.980 0.910 0.922 0.875 0.891
DANN [45] 0.766 0.851 0.774 0.833 0.864 0.914 0.604 0.822
PixelDA [18] 0.982 0.922 0.959 0.942 0.734 0.913 0.805 0.762
UNIT [20] 0.920 0.932 0.960 0.951 0.903 0.910 0.796 0.805
DATL (Xst) 0.890 0.983 0.961 0.956 0.916 0.923 0.853 0.917
DATL (Xts) 0.983 0.871 0.943 0.953 0.883 0.892 0.886 0.903
Target Only 0.983 0.985 0.980 0.985 0.982 0.985 0.920 0.942
Table 3.4 presents the classification accuracy on the target domain after adaptation for com-
parison, with results of 10 methods (2 versions of our model DATL, 6 state-of-the-art methods,
plus the lower and upper bounds) across 4 tasks (each in two adaptation directions). DATL
outperforms the state-of-the-art in all scenarios except for one task (USPS-MNIST) in one
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direction. Also, for the comparison methods, it can be seen that the adaptation performance
is often asymmetric, e.g., the accuracies for MNIST→M-Digits and M-Digits→MNIST are
quite different for DANN and PixelDA. The DATL models, however, perform almost equally
well in both directions of these adaptation tasks.
Figure 3.14: Absolute accuracy difference between different directions of adaptation for four tasks.
For MNIST↔MNISTM and MNIST↔USPS, the mean classification accuracy nearly
reaches the upper bound, suggesting these are easy adaptation tasks. On the other hand, we
can see that the adaptation task between Fashion and FashionM is more complicated than
others. For this task, our method again achieves the best performance and demonstrates
balanced performance in two directions, as shown in Fig 3.14, where the absolute accuracy
difference between two directions of each adaptation task is given.
To evaluate our model’s effectiveness to adapt from synthetic data to real images, we
use the rendered LineMod dataset described in Section 3.4.1. The benchmarks were cited
[18]. From the results in Table 3.5, we can see that the DATL achieved the best adaptation
performance comparable to PixelDA. However, it consumes fewer samples to get good
adaptation performance.
Table 3.5: Adaptation performance for 3D to real images of LineMod dataset.
Source Target Source Only MMD [37] PixelDA [18] DATL (Xst) DATL(Xts) Target only
L-3D L-Real 0.447 0.723 0.998 0.998 0.990 0.998
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Finally, the adaptation performance of the CIFAR10↔ STL-10 task is given in Table
3.6. This task seems more challenging than other tasks, with an increased domain gap to
be tackled. Although, in general, the adaptation accuracy is much worse compared with the
other tasks, DATL achieves the best performance on both adaptation directions, with the least
directional difference.
Table 3.6: Adaptation performance between CIFAR-10 and STL-10.
Source Target Source Only DANN [45] DRCN [41] DATL (Xst) DATL(Xts) Target only
Cifar10 Stl10 0.541 0.569 0.588 0.613 0.615 0.791
Stl10 Cifar10 0.636 0.661 0.663 0.672 0.652 0.766
We find that our model is more suitable for the low-level domain gap caused by noise,
illumination and different backgrounds during the experiments. While we have a similar
finding with the reference [104], that it is difficult to get a satisfactory result for the high-level
domain gap such as poses and shapes based on the GAN approach.
3.4.4 Qualitative results
As DATL adopts a generative approach, visual evaluation of the generated transitions is
straightforward. Some example transitions are shown in Figure 3.15, obtained after 100k
mini-batch steps for the Fashion task and 50k for the other three tasks. In our model, CGGS
can generate transitions with a very similar appearance compared with the source and target
domains, and the GANs are employed to move the transition and the generative transition
pairs even closer. During transition generation, our model eliminates the intense noise of
MNISTM and FashionM. Though there are more complex textures in the Fashion task, the
transitions of the Fashion scenario seem reasonable despite some information loss, possibly
due to the complex textures and intense noise. The MNIST→M-Digits scenario maintains the
original content style, while the transitions display some style variation in the LineMod cases.
We adopt the t-SNE [10] algorithm to further visualize the distribution of the transitions.
The t-SNE visualization outcomes for the MNIST→MNISTM and MNIST→USPS tasks are
given in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. In both figures we visualize three pairs of data or features:


































Figure 3.15: Visualization of transition generations. For each scenario, the leftmost column is the
source and its transition, and the rightmost is for the target. During the experiments, the transitions of
source are the ‘real player’. The adversarial generations for target transitions are in the middle column.
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generated by VAEs with CGGS, i.e., Xsts and X
st
t ; and (c) the transitions with adversarial
alignment, i.e., Xsts and X̃
st
t . From the figures we can see that the original source and target
data are well separated due to the domain gap despite some minor overlap (see Fig. 3.16a).
For the CGGS-only transitions, although there is some reduction to the gap between the two,
the alignment is lacking (especially in Fig. 3.17a). Finally, Fig. 3.16c, 3.17c are the t-SNE
visualizations of the transition Xsts and its target-initiated counterpart X̃
st
t with adversarial
learning, which give the best domain alignment. Overall, these visualization outcomes clearly
justify the DATL framework design using both CGGS and adversarial alignment.








Figure 3.16: Visualization of domains and transitions using t-SNE for MNIST→MNISTM.








Figure 3.17: Visualization of domains and transitions using t-SNE for MNIST→USPS.
To evaluate the intermediate’s property further, we apply the colour histogram [81, 82], and
overall kernel density estimation [8] to the original images and intermediate transitions. The
visualizations are shown in Fig. 3.18. As shown, the source and target domains’ distributions
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are very different, demonstrating a significant domain gap. Meanwhile, the transitions
obtained by the CGGS have similar estimated distributions. The domain gap is reduced
by transitions acting like stepping stones. Take the transitions in Fig. 3.18a (Xsts ,X
st
t ) as
example; both of them have a two-peak structure. For the same digits, for example, digit ‘5’,
they have a similar peak value, but different peak values for the different digits. There is a
similar interpretation for the transitions of channel Xts.
Source Transitions Transitions Target
(a) Estimated distribution for Xst channel.
Source Transitions Transitions Target
(b) Estimated distribution for Xts.
Figure 3.18: Estimated distribution for the original images and intermediate transitions by colour
histogram and kernel density estimation with Gaussian kernel (purple curved line) in task MNIST→
MNISTM. The transitions bridge the two domains acting like stepping stones.
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3.4.5 Ablation study
Ablation studies are conducted for the content similarity loss and the GAN-based alignment.
Content similarity. First, we carry out adaptation tasks without applying the content similar-
ity loss. This ablated model is denoted by “DATL w/o C”. From Table 3.7, we can see that
the full models outperform the ablated model without content similarity.
GAN-based alignment. To evaluate the effect of the GAN-based domain alignment in our
model, we test the adaptation performance of an ablated model using the transitions generated
by CGGS (without further adversarial learning). A classifier is trained by the Xsts data and
then is tested on the Xstt data. Table 3.7 gives the results of the evaluations. We can see that
the ablated model’s performance is better than the source-only scenario but much worse than
the full DATL framework.
Table 3.7: Ablation evaluation results for content similarity and GAN-based alignment in comparison
with the full DATL framework.
Source MNIST MNISTM MNIST USPS MNIST M-Digits Fashion FashionM
Target MNISTM MNIST USPS MNIST M-Digits MNIST FashionM Fashion
DATL w/o C (Xst) 0.821 0.935 0.946 0.938 0.895 0.902 0.835 0.865
DATL w/o C (Xts) 0.923 0.840 0.902 0.930 0.853 0.851 0.803 0.832
DATL w/o GAN (Xst) 0.726 0.823 0.673 0.679 0.796 0.806 0.761 0.773
DATL w/o GAN (Xts) 0.703 0.815 0.665 0.681 0.773 0.782 0.751 0.762
DATL (Xst) 0.890 0.983 0.961 0.956 0.916 0.923 0.853 0.917
DATL (Xts) 0.983 0.871 0.943 0.953 0.883 0.892 0.886 0.903
3.4.6 Model analysis
Some further experiments are done to evaluate our model.
L2 distance evaluation of transitions: In addition to the visualization results given in
Figures 6 and 7, we evaluate the L2 distance between the original source and target (Xs,Xt),
the transitions before adversarial training (Xsts ,X
st
t ), also the transitions after adversarial
training(Xsts , X̃
st
t ). Specifically, we calculate the average MSE over the test batches. From
the results in Table 3.8, we can see that the distance between the Xsts and X̃
st
t is the smallest,
and the distance between the original source and target domains is the largest. The distance
of the transitions without adversarial training is moderate. These L2 distance results are
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consistent with the visualization outcome, clearly demonstrating the initial reduction of
gaps between the CGGS-generated transitions and the further reduction obtained through
transitions’ adversarial alignment.













t ) 0.016 0.034
Sensitivity of CGGS settings: As CGGS plays an essential role in the proposed model, we
evaluate the effect of varying the structure of CGGS. We use a fixed depth of network (6
layers) for the generation process during the experiments. We apply various settings for
splitting the high-level and low-level decoder stacks for CGGS. For example, H5L1 denotes
using five layers for the high-level stack and one layer for the low-level. The results of
changing the CGGS set-up for four tasks are shown in Figure 3.19. It can be seen that for the
channel Xst in MNIST→MNISTM and Fashion→FashionM tasks, the highest accuracies are
reached at H5L1, and for MNIST→USPS and MNIST→M-Digits tasks, there is a peak value
at H2L4; the performance variation, however, seems moderate. The Xts channel somehow
seems relatively more sensitive to the change of CGGS settings.
(a) Xst channel (b) Xts channel
Figure 3.19: Adaptation performance of different CGGS settings.
Cross-task generalization: So far we have evaluated DATL’s performance within individual
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domain adaptation tasks. To further explore the generalization ability of DATL, we have also
experimented with cross-task generalization, i.e., using the DATL models pre-trained in one
task (‘home task’) for another adaptation task (‘migrated task’). In our experiments, 4×4 pair-
wise task migration scenarios are evaluated. These DATL models are trained with a trade-off
H4L2 grafted structure according to the sensitivity analysis. During the experiments, we keep
the CGGS fixed, then fine-tune the adversarial alignment within the new tasks. The results are
shown in Table 3.9. Although in general there is a slight reduction to the home-task adaptation
accuracy (shown as the diagonal entries in bold in the table), the performance of adaptation to
the migrated tasks are comparable. Specifically, MNIST→MNISTM and Fashion→FashionM
as home tasks adapt well to other tasks, while MNIST→USPS and MNIST→M-Digits get
a lower accuracy than the Fashion→FashionM task. These results seem not surprising, as
the learning outcome from a difficult task (such as Fashion→FashionM) is more likely to
generalize well to easier tasks.




MNIST→MNISTM MNIST→USPS MNIST→M-Digits Fashion→FashionM
MNIST→MNISTM 0.890(0.983) 0.958(0.945) 0.915(0.853) 0.762(0.730)
MNIST→USPS 0.915(0.859) 0.961(0.943) 0.882(0.914) 0.605(0.587)
MNIST→M-Digits 0.843(0.928) 0.944(0.958) 0.916(0.883) 0.613(0.593)
Fashion→FashionM 0.925(0.881) 0.932(0.935) 0.825(0.913) 0.853(0.886)
3.4.7 Semi-supervised learning
Finally, we evaluate the performance of our model for semi-supervised learning. Under this
scenario, it is assumed that we can get a small number of labelled target samples. Following
the treatment in [18], we choose 1000 or 2000 samples from every category in the target
domain with labels. These are added to the source domain data and used for training. The
results are shown in Table 3.10. The adaptation performance is better than the unsupervised
scenario, whereas having 2000 target samples for data augmentation will further improve the
performance.
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Table 3.10: Classification performance of DATL with semi-supervised learning for four tasks.
Source MNIST MNIST MNIST Fashion
Extra MNISTM USPS M-Digits FashionM
1000 0.988 0.966 0.925 0.865
2000 0.990 0.970 0.932 0.892
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel unsupervised domain adaptation method based on
the idea of constructing cross-domain transitions that act as stepping stones between domains.
To this end, cross-grafted generative stacks from VAEs of the source and target domains are
constructed to generate bidirectional transitions, which are further aligned using generative
adversarial learning. Hence, the domain adaptation task is solved by training the classifier
on the source-initiated transitions with label information and testing it on the target-initiated
transitions, which are well aligned to the label space of the source domain, a strategy we
believe contributes to its robust performance in domain adaptation tasks. The effectiveness
of the proposed DATL framework is verified by extensive empirical results obtained from
several benchmark tasks and supported by ablation studies and the visual evaluation of the
transition spaces.
Our experimental results also reveal that the proposed DATL method maintains stable
adaptation performance when stack splitting and grafting are varied. Furthermore, there seems
to be a tendency to favour more layers for the high-level stack when the domains contain
similar content but different backgrounds, while adaptation tasks with similar backgrounds but
different content favour having more layers for the low-level stack. Thus, the CGGS setting
flexibility may be helpful for performance tuning when dealing with real-world applications.
Another interesting observation is that DATL displays some impressive performance in
multi-task adaptation. The model trained by one task can be employed for adaptation in other
tasks without being trained from scratch. It gives another practical benefit of our method for
applications in real-world learning tasks. It also raises a challenging, new perspective for
domain adaptation tasks that deserves more future work.
Finally, while either transition channel in DATL is well aligned and usable for domain
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adaptation tasks, from our experiments, it seems the Xst channel displays better classification
performance more often. It may be coincidental as our DATL framework is symmetric,
and our domain adaptation tasks also report the most symmetric performance. As another
direction for future work, it may be possible to design an ensemble method that combines
classification outcomes obtained under different CGGS settings involving both transitional
channels. Also, the architecture of DATL is complex though it is effective. We will consider a




Cross-Domain Latent Modulation for
Variational Transfer Learning
This chapter will introduce a novel cross-domain latent modulation in the latent space per-
spective for transductive transfer learning by deep generative models. First, the introduction
of our model is presented. Then, the strategies to manipulate the variational latent space
used by existing works are described. Following it, we present our motivation and solution
in a generative approach in detail. Also, an analysis of our modulated mechanism for latent
space is given. Finally, extensive experiments that demonstrate our model’s effectiveness are
presented.
4.1 Introduction
In machine learning, one can rarely directly apply a pre-trained model to a new dataset or a
new task, as the performance of a learned model often plunges significantly for the new data,
which may have significant sampling bias or even belong to different distributions. However,
transfer learning can help us utilize the learned knowledge from a previous domain (the
‘source’) to improve performance on a related domain or task (the ‘target’) [5, 105, 24].
From the perspective of probabilistic modelling [20, 106, 107], the key challenge in
achieving cross-domain transfer is to learn a joint distribution of data from different domains.
Once the joint distribution is learned, it can generate the marginal distribution of the individual
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domains [108, 20]. Under the variational inference scenario, an inferred joint distribution is
often applied to the latent space. Due to the coupling theory, inferring the joint distribution
from the marginal distributions of different domains is a highly ill-posed problem [86, 87].
To address this problem, UNIT [20] assumes that there is a shared latent space for the two
domains. Our DATL in Chapter 3 also achieves a shared latent space (Fig. 3.10). Usually, this
can be achieved by applying the adversarial strategy to the domains’ latent spaces. Another
research line focuses on using a complex prior to improve the input data’s representation
performance [109, 110, 111]. However, the current works neglect the role of the generation
process for the latent space, which could help cross-domain transfer scenarios.
This chapter presents a novel latent space reparameterization framework and employs a
generative process to cater for the cross-domain transferability. Specifically, we first propose a
transfer latent space (TLS) to build a general cross-domain latent space. We then incorporate
a cross-domain feature (carrier) into the reparameterization transformation, which builds
the connection between the variational representations (signal) and domain features in a
cross-domain modulated manner. The generated transfer latent space is further tuned by
domain-level adversarial alignment and inter-class alignment by cross-consistency between
images obtained through reconstruction and generations. We explore three different transfer
latent space instances and analyse them in detail in this chapter. One instance is that the
extracted high-level deep features from domains are utilized as the modulation carrier, which
we call complete TLS. The estimated variational moments are used as the carrier for the
modulation in a cross-domain manner for the other two. They are incomplete TLS. We apply
our model to the homogeneous transfer scenarios, such as unsupervised domain adaptation
and image-to-image translation. The experimental results show the efficiency of our model.
4.2 The Manipulation of Variational Latent Space
As discussed above, for a joint distribution, manipulation of the latent space is common [62,
20, 65] for cross-domain adaptation scenarios, as shown in Fig. 4.1. One approach (as we
discussed in Chapter 3) focuses on a shared latent space, where the latent encodings are
regarded as common representations for inputs across domains. Some adversarial strategy is




Figure 4.1: Illustration of the latent space manipulation. We can get the latent space by a deep
autoencoder structure (Eu is for encoder and D for decoder). Our aim is then to design a transformation
to transfer the latent space (ztr) for the source and the target. The source (xs, x̂s) is in pink and the
target (xt, x̂t) is in blue.
Under the variational inference context, we assume a prior for the estimated latent space.
It is easy to confine the joint distribution into the same space and apply the adversarial strategy.
For example, works [20, 107, 65] assume a standard Gaussian prior for the transfer. Also, we
can do more to manipulate the variational latent space by the prior. Works in [109, 112, 113]
adopt normalizing flows as complex priors for multimodal latent representations.
In [113], inverse autoregressive flow (IAF) is proposed for the variational inference,
which scales well to high-dimensional latent spaces. IAF is constructed by the successive
transformations based on the autoregressive neural network. It improves upon diagonal
Gaussian approximation posterior significantly. Reference [112] introduces the normalizing
flow for discrete sequences. It utilizes a VAE-based generative model that jointly learns a
normalizing flow distribution in the latent space and a stochastic mapping to an observed
discrete space. To this end, it is important that the flow-based distribution be highly multi-
modal. Another interesting application is for cross-domain many-to-many mapping described
in [109], as shown in Fig. 4.2. It learns shared joint representations between images and text,
also domain-specific information separately. The normalizing flow-based prior is used for the
domain-specific information to learn various many-to-many mappings.
Gaussian mixture [28] is also employed as prior of the variational latent space for a better
cluster performance. Reference [114] proposes a variant of variational autoencoders (VAEs)







Figure 4.2: Normalizing flows [109] is used as complex prior for the many-to-many mapping. zs is
the shared domain-invariant latent information and z′v, z
′
t are domain specific information. They are
generated by normalizing flows.
model is shown in Fig. 4.3. In [106], conditional variational autoencoders [115] (CVAEs)
is utilized with a Gaussian mixture and a novel additive Gaussian prior to create a prior
for images that contain different content simultaneously. It can enhance the image caption
generation’s variability. Reference [116] improves the deep clustering using Gaussian mixture
variational autoencoders(VAEs) with graph embedding. The Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
is used for the local multi-clustering latent space, and the graph structure is for the global
information. The combination can learn powerful representations for the inputs. In summary,
the Gaussian mixture can be considered as a conditional prior for a complex latent space in
these models.
Figure 4.3: Graph model of Gaussian mixture prior in VAEs [114]. The left diagram is for the
generative model, and the right is for the variational inference. ε is the prior, c is the Gaussian mixture
prior and z is the latent encoding, where β,θ are the networks weights.
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Another approach is to use disentangled latent representations where the latent encoding is
divided into some defined parts (e.g. style and content parts), then the model learns separated
representations and swaps them for the transfer [40, 117, 118, 119, 120]. Reference [119] is
such a typical work, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The images are mapped into a domain-invariant
content space and a domain-specific attribute space for each domain separately. There are
then different encoders for the source and the target, respectively. Each domain has its
decoder. However, the latent encoding is done in a cross-domain manner by swapping the
learned content between domains. The reconstructions with swapped content are re-encoded
in a cross-domain manner for cycle-consistency. During the image mapping, an adversarial









Figure 4.4: Cross-domain latent encodings are obtained by swapping the content and attributes
extracted from different domains [119].
Reference [40] has a similar strategy. It splits the encodings into similar and different
parts for each domain, extracted by two distinguishing encoders. The combination of the
learned domain-invariant and domain-private information is fed into a shared decoder for the
reconstructions. The model uses a squared Frobenius norm as a difference regularization,
adversarial strategy, and MMD for the shared information. In [120], a novel network structure
is proposed with a generative adversarial network (GANs) and cross-domain autoencoder. It
aims to separate the internal representation into three parts: shared and exclusive parts for
domains by paralleled variational autoencoders.
Our method is different from these approaches. In our model, a learned deep auxiliary
representation is used to generate perturbations to the latent space through a modified repa-
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rameterization trick using variational information from the counterpart domain. It helps
generate cross-domain image translation. The transfer is carried out by a reparameterization
transformation, using statistical moments retaining specific information for one domain and
deep representation providing information from another domain. Our model adopts the
pixel-level adaptation between domains from the cross-domain generation, but the proposed
model can also be used at the feature-level due to the latent space alignment. Our model also
has a unified inference model, but the consistency is imposed straightforwardly, reducing
computational complexity.
4.3 CDLM: Cross-Domain Latent Modulation
We have reviewed the strategies to manipulate the latent space above. We will demonstrate our
model in detail in this section. First, we will describe the problem being solved in this chapter.
The proposed transfer latent space (TLS) and modulation background are then described.
Following them, we demonstrate our model and discuss some specific instances of the transfer
latent space (TLS). Finally, our model’s learning process is presented.
Problem 4.3.1. Let X ⊂ Rd be a d-dimensional data space, and X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} ∈
X the sample set with marginal distribution p(X). The source domain is denoted by a
tuple (Xs, p(Xs)), and the target domain by (Xt, p(Xt)). In our chapter, we consider the
homogeneous transfer with domain shift, i.e. Xs ≈ Xt, but p(Xs) 6= p(Xt). For the
unsupervised pixel-level domain adaptation scenario, the label set is Y = {y1, y2, . . . yn} ∈ Y
(Y is the label space), and a task T = p(Y|X) is considered too. However, only the source
domain’s label set Ys is available during transfer learning.
4.3.1 Transfer latent space
As an infinite number of joint distributions can yield any given marginal distribution, we need
to build an inference framework with some constraints. Under the variational autoencoders
(VAEs) framework, the latent space is one of the manipulation targets. We propose the transfer
latent space (TLS) as follows.
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Definition 4.3.1 (Transfer Latent Space Z̈). Let xs ∈ Xs, xt ∈ Xt be the domain samples.
Let us have a map f that extracts domain information Ω and a deep feature representation h
given an input x:
f : x −→ (Ω,h),x ∈ Xs ∪Xt.




The joint space formed by z̈st and z̈ts samples is defined as the transfer latent space, denoted
by Z̈.
The transfer latent space (TLS) is intended to become a “mixer” for the two domains, as
the resulted latent variables are under cross-domain influences. Therefore, our transfer latent
space can be regarded as a generalization of the latent space under cross-domain settings.
TLS’s definition reminds us of a similar technique in communication: modulation. It
is a communication technique to enable the information signal to be transmitted through a
communication channel. It makes the information compatible with the channel. A carrier
modulates a baseband message signal (or signal in short) for the broadband transmission. Our
TLS also attempts to build a cross-domain latent space by a “modulation” between the Ω and
h. As a result, we call our model “Cross-Domain Latent Modulation”, or CDLM for short.
4.3.2 CDLM framework
Our framework is shown in Fig. 4.5. In our framework, we build the cross-domain generation
by a unified inference model Eφ(·) (as an implementation of the f map) and a generative
model for the desired domain Dθ(·), e.g. the source domain in our model. A discriminator Ξ
is utilized for the adversarial training. We use the terms “inference model” and “encoder” for
Eφ(·), and “generative model” and “decoder” for Dθ(·) interchangeably. We list the notations
in our CDLM first, as shown in Table 4.1.
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, under the variational framework, the domain information














Figure 4.5: Architectural view of the proposed model [121]. It encourages an image from the target
domain (blue hexagon) to be transformed to a corresponding image in the source domain (black
hexagon). The transfer latent distributions p(z̈ts|xt,hs) and p(z̈st|xs,ht) are learned and are used to
generate corresponding images by the desired decoder. The deep representations are integrated into
the reparameterization transformation with standard Gaussian auxiliary noise. Blue lines are for the
target domain and black ones are for the source domain.
parameters pair (µ,σ). Let h′ be the flattened activations of the last convolution layer in
Eφ. Then, following the treatment in [22], µ and σ can be obtained by µ = Wµh′ + bµ and
σ = Wσh
′ + bσ, where Wµ,Wσ, bµ, bσ are the weights and biases for µ and σ.
Table 4.1: List of notations used in the description of CDLM.
Notation Description Notation Description Notation Description
Xs/ys source/label Xt/yt target/label Eφ unified encoder
Dθ desired decoder hs source’s high-level representation ht target’s high-level representation
z̈st source’s modulated latent encodings z̈ts target’s modulated latent encodings Ξ discriminator
Wµ/bµ weights/bias for µ Wσ/bσ weights/bias for σ Wh/bh weights/bias for high-level representations
From our observations, both shallow (e.g. PCA features) and deep representations can be
used to obtain domain information h. In our end-to-end model we use the latter. We choose
the activations of the last convolutional layer, i.e., h = sigmoid(Whh′+bh) as the high-level
representation [122], where Wh, bh are the weights and biases for the deep abstractions.
Having obtained the domain information Ω and deep representation h, a natural choice
for the transfer map G is through reparameterization. Here we propose a modified reparame-
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terization trick to give the sampling from the transfer latent space as follows:
z̈st = G((µs,σs),ht) = µs + σs  (γ1ht + γ2ε), (4.1)
and
z̈ts = G((µt,σt),hs) = µt + σt  (γ1hs + γ2ε), (4.2)
where hs (ht) is the sample of the deep representation space Hs (Ht); µs and σs (µt and
σt) are the mean and standard deviation of the approximate posterior for the source (target)
domain; γ1, γ2 > 0 are trade-off hyperparameter to balance the deep feature modulation and
the standard Gaussian noise ε; and  stands for the element-wise product of vectors. There-
fore, the auxiliary noise in VAEs resampling is now a weighted sum of a deep representation
from the other domain and Gaussian noise, different from the standard VAEs framework. The
graphical model of CDLM is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the graphical model of CDLM. The dashed lines are inference process and
the solid lines are generative process.
Now we have obtained the transfer encodings by a unified encoder. Following the
probabilistic encoder analysis [22], a shared inference model confines the latent variables
into the same latent space. However, this cannot guarantee them to be aligned. To pull the
domains close, an adversarial strategy [45, 44] should be used for the alignment. The gradient
reversal layer [45] is used in our model, by which adversarial learning is introduced to learn
transferable features that are robust to domain shift. The adversarial alignment betweenHs
andHt is for domain-level.
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Furthermore, for better interpretation of the modulated reparameterization, assume ht ∼
p(Ht) = N (µht ,σht). Then for z̈st, we have z̈st ∼ N (z̈st;µst,σ2stI). For the i-th element
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Here, it is reasonable to assume µht ≈ µt and σht ≈ σt, when the training is finished.
With a practical setting of γ1  γ2, and in effect σis = 1, Eq. (4.5) can be further simplified










t. Then we can see that µst can be regarded as a location
shift of µs under the influence of µt, which helps reduce the domain gap; σst can be taken
as a recolouring of σs under the influence from the target. The formulation of z̈ts can be
similarly interpreted. These modulated encodings are hence constructed in a cross-domain
manner. We can also get a geometric understanding for the µst, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
Also, we can obtain an interpretation from the point of image understanding. The first- and
second-order moments have a crucial relationship to the visual properties of an image. The
mean value is a measure of the average intensity. Meanwhile, the variance measures the spread
of intensity level values about the mean, which is a measure of the image contrast [81, 82].
The modulated µst can be interpreted as the source images’ intensities are modified by the
target’s intensities with the effect of increasing the source’s contrast. The σst means the
source images’ contrasts are recoloured (blended) by the target’s. As a result, the modulated
moments give the cross-domain generations.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the µst. The simplified version is expressed as vector addition.
Based on the analysis above, we can also obtain some variants of G(·) in the transfer latent
space (TLS) as follows:
z̈st = G((µs,σt),ht) = µs + σt  ε, (4.6)
and
z̈ts = G((µt,σs),hs) = µt + σs  ε, (4.7)
where the γ1 = 0 and the γ2 = 1 in Eq. (4.6)-(4.7). It suppress the cross-domain information
h. The variances are then swap straightforwardly to compensate the vanished cross-domain
information. Under this situation, there are µst = µs and σst = σt. The µts and σts has a
similar interpretation.
We can also obtain a mild variant with linear swapped variance as
z̈st = G((µs,σs,σt),ht) = µs +
1
2
(σs + σt) ε (4.8)
and
z̈ts = G((µt,σt,σs),hs) = µt +
1
2
(σs + σt) ε, (4.9)
where γ1 = 0 and γ2 = 1. There is µst = µs and σst = 12(σs + σt). We can also obtain a
similar interpretation for the target’s modulated latent encodings.
The transfer mappings in Eq. (4.1)-(4.2) modulate both the first and second-order moment
information, we call them complete modulation. While the variants in Eq. (4.6)-(4.9) only
modulate the second-order moment, we then call them incomplete modulation.
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Next, we apply the cross-consistency constraint to the transfer latent space with modulation
for further inter-class alignment. It has been found that cross-consistency constraints preserve
class-discriminative information [64, 41, 107]. For our model, the cross-consistency is applied
to the reconstructions from modulated encodings and the corresponding generations from
deep representations. Let Dθ(·) be the generative model for domain image generation from
the transfer latent space. The cross-consistency requirements are
Dθ(z̈st) = Dθ(γ1hs + γ2ε)
Dθ(z̈ts) = Dθ(γ1ht + γ2ε),
(4.10)
where Dθ(z̈st) is the reconstruction of the source (x̂st), Dθ(z̈ts) is for the target (x̂ts).
Dθ(·) can also function as a generative model, generating x̃s = Dθ(γ1hs + γ2ε) and x̃t =
Dθ(γ1ht + γ2ε) for the source and the target domain respectively. Also, the consistencies
can guide the encoder to learn the representations from both domains.
Finally, a desired marginalized decoder, e.g., the source decoder, is trained to map the
target images to be source-like. We render the target’s generation x̃ts for the test mode. To
this end, we do not need the source to be taken into account for the test. That means a test
image from the target domain xit first passes through the inference model and obtains its deep
feature hit. Then it is fed into the generation model to generate an image with source style
while keeping its class. That is to make the marginal distribution p(x̃its) ≈ p(xjs), but keeping
its class yit.
4.3.3 Learning in CDLM
Our goal is to update the variational parameters to learn a joint distribution and the generation
parameters for the desired marginal distribution. Since the latent variables are generated with
inputs from both domains, we have a modified formulation adapted from the plain VAEs:
log p(xs,xt)−KL(qφ(z̈|xs,xt)‖p(z̈|xs,xt)) = E[log p(xs,xt|z̈)]−KL(qφ(z̈|xs,xt)‖p(z̈)),
(4.11)
where KL(·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and the transfer latent variable z̈ can be
either z̈st or z̈ts. Minimizing KL(qφ(z̈|xs,xt)‖p(z̈|xs,xt)) is equivalent to maximizing the
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variational evidence lower bound (ELBO) L(θ,φ;xs,xt):
L(θ,φ;xs,xt) = Eqφ [log pθ(xs,xt|z̈)]− KL(qφ(z̈|xs,xt)‖p(z̈)), (4.12)
where the first term corresponds to the reconstruction cost (LRec), and the second term is the
KL divergence between the learned latent probability and the prior (specified as N (0, I))
(LKL). Considering the reconstruction of xs, and the KL divergence for both z̈st and z̈ts, we
have the following loss:




To align the source and target domains’ deep representations, we employ an adversarial
strategy to regularize the model. The loss function is given by
Ladv = Ehs∼p(hs|xs)[log Ξ(hs)] + Eht∼p(ht|xt)[log(1− Ξ(ht))], (4.14)
where Ξ(·) is the discriminator to predict from which domain the deep representation feature
is.
From the analysis in Section 4.3.2, we can introduce a pairwise consistency between the
reconstruction and the generation for the source and the target in an unsupervised manner,
respectively. The consistencies regularization improves the inter-class alignment. For the
consistency loss Lc, both the L1 and L2-norm penalty can be used to regularize the decoder.
Here we simply use MSE. Let Lsc and Ltc be the consistency for the domains respectively. Lc
is given as a combination of these two components, weighted by two coefficients β1 and β2,
respectively:
Lc = β1Lsc + β2Ltc
= β1(Ez̈∼q(z̈|xs,xt)[log p(x̂s|z̈st)]− Ehs∼p(hs|xs)[log p(x̃s|hs)])2
+ β2(Ez̈∼q(z̈|xs,xt)[log p(x̂ts|z̈ts)]− Eht∼p(ht|xt)[log p(x̃ts|ht)])2.
(4.15)
Then, the variational parameters φ and generation parameters θ are updated by the
following rules:
φ← φ− η1∇(Ladv + λ1LKL + λ2LRec)
θ ← θ − η2∇(LRec + Lc),
(4.16)
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where η1, η2 are the learning rates. Note, that only data from the desired domain (the source)
are used to train the reconstruction loss. The KL items approximate the transfer latent
space to their prior. Hyper-parameters λ1, λ2 are used to balance the discriminator loss and
reconstruction loss. We summarize our CDLM in Algo 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1: Training of the CDLM framework
Input: Source: Xs, Target:Xt
Result: Inference and Generative model of CDLM
1 φ,θ← initialization
2 for iterations of traning do
3 Xs,Xt← sample mini-batch
4 ε← sample from N (0, I)
5 z̈st, z̈ts← sample from q(zst|Xs,ht) and q(z ts|Xt,hs) by Eq. (4.1) to 4.2
6 Generate X̂st, X̂ts, X̃s, X̃t by feeding z̈st, z̈ts through Decoders
7 LRec,LKL,Ladv,Lc← calculated by Eq. (4.12) to (4.15)
8 for iterations of inference model updating do
9 φ← – η1∆φ(Ladv + λ1LKL + λ2LRec)
10 end
11 for iterations of generative model updating do
12 θ← –η2∆θ(LRec + Lc)
13 end
14 end
4.3.4 Generalization bound analysis
We give the generalization error analysis by the domain adaptation theory [123, 124] in this
section. The adaptation error on the target εt(f) is





where f is a mapping function of hypothesis family H, f ∗ is an ideal joint hypothesis to
minimize the combined error on the labelled source and the target, εs(f) is the error for the
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source and d̂H(·) is the empiricalH-discrepancy between the source and the target. In a slight
abuse of notation, we use the same symbolH as in Section 4.3.2.
In our model, we use the gradient reversal layer (GRL) to align the high-level representa-
tions. Its objective (Eq. (4.14)) can be rewritten as












dti log(1− Ξ(hti))] (4.17)
Following the DANN [45], Eq. (4.17) can be used to calculate the ’min’ part of the
d̂H(Xs,Xt) in [124]. It tries to get a smaller ’min’ value and to reduce the d̂H(·), which can
get a better adaptation performance.
Besides, for the ideal joint hypothesis λ = εs(f ∗) + εt(f ∗), it explicitly embodies the
notion of adaptability. In our model, we learn a joint latent space p(z̈st, z̈ts;xs,xt) to generate
the cross-domain images, that is p(D(z̈st)) ≈ p(D(z̈ts)) with the shared labels. It leads to a
smaller λ = εs(f ∗(D(z̈st))) + εt(f ∗(D(z̈ts))) to reduce the generalization error further.
4.3.5 The Relation with Gaussian mixture prior
As we discussed in Section 4.2, the Gaussian mixture prior acts as a condition for the
conditional variational autoencoders (VAEs). The latent encoding is concatenated with
cluster information. For the concatenation z̃ = z ⊕ c [17, 125, 126], there is Ez,c[z ⊕ c] =
Ex[x]⊕ Ex[c], where z̃ is the conditional latent encodings, c is the Gaussian mixture prior
and ⊕ denotes the concatenation. The concatenation’s mean map is computed by the mean of
x and c independently.
In our model, for the complete modulation, the second-order moment is modulated into
the high-level deep representation (take the source as example): σs  ht. According to the
randomized methods [17, 127], there is T⊗(σs,ht) ≈ T(σs,ht), where T⊗ is the operator of
a multi-linear map defined by the outer product [126] and T is an element-wise product. As
a result, the modulation can be treated as an approximation of a multi-linear map for the σs
with ht. In contrast to the concatenation map mean, there is Eσs,ht [σs ⊗ ht] = Eσs [σs|h(y =
1)] ⊕ Eσs [σs|h(y = 2)] ⊕ · · · ⊕ Eσs [σs|h(y = C)], where the h(c = 1) means the deep
representations with class 1 and C is the classes numbers [17, 126].
Our modulation then can be regarded as a multi-linear map condition for the latent
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encodings. It relates to the Gaussian mixture prior. However, superior to concatenation, it can
capture the complex data distribution’s multi-modal structures.
4.4 Experiments
We conducted extensive evaluations of CDLM in two homogeneous transfer scenarios includ-
ing unsupervised domain adaptation and image-to-image translation. During the experiments,
our model was implemented using TensorFlow [101]. The structures of the encoder and the
decoder adopt those of UNIT [20] which perform well for image translation tasks. A two-layer
fully connected MLP is used for the discriminator. SGD with momentum is used for updating
the variational parameters, and Adam for updating generation parameters. The batch size is set
to 64. During the experiments, we set γ1 = 1.0, γ2 = 0.1, λ1 = λ2 = 0.0001, β1 = 0.1 and
β2 = 0.01. For the datasets, we considered a few popular benchmarks, including MNIST [94],
MNISTM [45], USPS [95], Fashion-MNIST [96], LineMod [99, 100], Zap50K-shoes [128]
and CelebA [129, 54].
4.4.1 Datasets
We have evaluated our model on a variety of benchmark datasets including digits such as
MNIST [94], USPS [95], also Fashion [96], LineMod [100], CelebA [129], and 50Kshoes [128].
MNIST: MNIST handwritten dataset [94] is a very popular machine learning dataset. It has
a training set of 60,000 binary images and a test set of 10,000. There are 10 classes in the
dataset. In our experiments, we use the standard split of the dataset. MNISTM [45] is a
modified version for the MNIST, with random RGB background cropped from the Berkeley
Segmentation Dataset1.
USPS: USPS is a handwritten zip digits datasets [95]. It contains 9298 binary images
(16× 16), 7291 used as the training set, while the remaining 2007 are used as the test set. The
USPS samples are resized to 28× 28, the same as MNIST.
Fashion: Fashion [96] contains 60,000 images for training, and 10,000 for testing. All the
images are greyscaled, 28× 28 in size space. Besides, following the protocol in [45], we add
1URL https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/bsds/
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random noise to the Fashion images to generate the FashionM dataset, with random RGB
background cropped from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset.
LineMod 3D images For this scenario, followed the protocol of [18], we render the LineMod [99,
100] for the adaptation between synthetic 3D images (source) and real images (target). We
note them as L-3D and L-Real in short. The objects with different poses are located at the
centre of the images. The synthetic 3D images render a black background and a variety of
complex indoor environments for real images. We use the RGB images only, not the depth
images.
CelebA: CelebA [129] is a large celebrities face image dataset. It contains more than 200k
images annotated with 40 facial attributes. We select 50K images randomly, then transform
them to sketch images followed the protocol of [54]. The original and sketched images are
used for translation.
UT-Zap50K-shoes: This dataset [128] contains 50K shoes images with 4 different classes.
During the translation, we get the edges produced by the canny detector [130].
4.4.2 Quantitative results on unsupervised domain adaptation
We apply our model to unsupervised domain adaptation, adapting a classifier trained using la-
belled samples in the source domain to classify samples in the target domain. For this scenario,
only the labels of the source images were available during training. We chose DANN [45] as
the baseline, but also compare our model with the state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods:
Conditional Domain Adaptation Network (CDAN) [17], Pixel-level Domain Adaptation
(PixelDA) [18], Unsupervised Image-to-Image translation (UNIT) [20], Cycle-Consistent
Adversarial Domain Adaptation (CyCADA) [57], Generate to Adapt (GtA) [55], and Deep
Adversarial Transition Learning (DATL) described in Chapter 3. Also, we use source-only
and target-only training as the lower and upper bound, respectively, following the practice
in [18, 45].
CDLM can transfer the target images to be source-like. Then, for the adaptation tasks,
joint or decoupled task learning can be used, and a supervised classifier trained on the source
images along with their labels can also be applied to recognize the target images. In this
thesis, we adopt a joint task classifier. The parameters of the task classifier θT are jointly
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learned with the update of φ and θ. The performance of domain adaptation for the different
tasks is shown in Table 4.2. There are 4 scenarios and 7 tasks. Each scenario has bidirectional
tasks for adaptation except LineMod. For LineMod, it is adapted from a synthetic 3D image
to real objects. For the same adaptation task, we cite the accuracy from the corresponding
references; otherwise, some tasks’ accuracy is obtained by training the open-source code
provided by authors with suggested optimal parameters for a fair comparison.
From Table 4.2, we can see that our method has a higher advantage compared with the
baseline and the source-only accuracy, a little lower than the target-only accuracy from both
adaptation directions. In comparison with other models, our model has a better performance
for most tasks. The CDLM has a higher adaptation accuracy for the scenarios with a seemingly
larger domain gap, such as MNIST→MNISTM and Fashion→FashionM. For the 3D scenario,
our model’s performance is a little lower than PixelDA [18] and DATL but outperforms all
the other compared methods. In PixelDA, the input is not only source images but also depth
image pairs. It might be helpful for the generation. Also, the results show that DATL has
better performance for some tasks such as MNISTM→MNIST and LineMod3D to Real. This
is possibly due to the better intermediate generation by DATL in these scenarios.
4.4.3 Qualitative results on unsupervised domain adaptation
Our model can give the visualization of the adaptation. Fig. 4.8 is the visualization for
the digits and Fashion adaptation, respectively. For the MNIST and USPS scenario, the
generation for the task USPS→MNIST is shown in Fig. 4.8a. The target MNIST is transferred
to the source USPS style well. Meanwhile, it keeps the related content (label). For example,
the digit ‘1’ in MNIST becomes more leaned than its original look, and ‘9’ more flattened,
respectively. Also in Fig. 4.8b, the target USPS gains the MNIST style. For the scenario of
MNIST→MNISTM, our proposed model can remove and add the noise background well for
adaptation.
For the Fashion scenario, fashion items have a variety of different textures and content.
Besides, the noisy backgrounds pollute the items randomly. For example, different parts of
cloth are filled with various colours. For visualizations, specifically, Fig. 4.8e is for the task
Fashion→ FashionM. The proposed model can remove the noisy background and maintain
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Table 4.2: Mean classification accuracy comparison. The “source only" row is the accuracy for target
without domain adaptation training only on the source. The “target only" is the accuracy of the full
adaptation training on the target. For each source-target task the best performance is in bold
Source MNIST USPS MNIST MNISTM Fashion FashionM LineMod 3D
Target USPS MNIST MNISTM MNIST FashionM Fashion LineMod Real
Source Only 0.634 0.625 0.561 0.633 0.527 0.612 0.632
DANN [45] 0.774 0.833 0.766 0.851 0.765 0.822 0.832
CyCADA [57] 0.956 0.965 0.921 0.943 0.874 0.915 0.960
GtA [55] 0.953 0.908 0.917 0.932 0.855 0.893 0.930
CDAN [17] 0.956 0.980 0.862 0.902 0.875 0.891 0.936
PixelDA [18] 0.959 0.942 0.982 0.922 0.805 0.762 0.998
UNIT [20] 0.960 0.951 0.920 0.932 0.796 0.805 0.964
DATL(Xst) 0.961 0.956 0.890 0.983 0.853 0.917 0.998
DATL(Xts) 0.943 0.953 0.983 0.871 0.886 0.903 0.990
CDLM (x̃ts) 0.961 0.983 0.987 0.962 0.913 0.922 0.984
Target Only 0.980 0.985 0.983 0.985 0.920 0.942 0.998
the content. On the other hand, Fig. 4.8f shows that the original Fashion images are added with
a similar noisy background as the source. It is promising for a better adaptation performance.
(a) USPS→MNIST (b) MNIST→USPS
(c) MNIST→MNISTM (d) MNISTM→MNIST
(e) Fashion→FashionM (f) FashionM→Fashion
Figure 4.8: Visualization for the adaptations. 6 different tasks are illustrated. For each task, the first
row shows target images and the second row shows the adapted images with source-like style.
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Figure 4.9: Visualization of task LineMod 3D Synthetic→Real. For a query image (on the left),
different adaptation images (to the right) with various poses can be generated.
For the scenario of LineMod3D, the images of the real objects with different backgrounds
are transferred to the source (synthetic 3D) images with a black background. We only use
the image’s RGB channel, and the depth image is not included in the inputs during the
evaluation. The visualizations show that our CDLM can generate realistic synthetic images
for the adaptation. Due to the 3D style, the generation of the target gives different poses. For
example, in Fig.4.9, different poses of the iron object are obtained for different trials.
Besides, we investigate the embedding of the high-dimensional representations. We show
the t-SNE [10] for deep representations (hs,ht) and latent encodings (z̈st, z̈ts) w.r.t source and
target, respectively. Fig. 4.10a - 4.10b are the visualizations for the task MNISTM-MNIST
and 4.10c - 4.10d for the task MNIST-USPS. The high-level deep representations’ embeddings
are different from the latent encodings’. It shows the difference between h and z̈. Both
embeddings demonstrate a good alignment between the source and the target. The t-SNE
embeddings of h also shows that the high-level deep representation is with data distribution
information, which can support our modulation setting and the analysis in Section 4.3.5.
4.4.4 Results on cross-domain image mapping
The proposed model also can be used for cross-domain image mapping. Fig. 4.11 is the
demonstration for the mapping. Specifically, Fig. 4.11a and 4.11b are for shoes and edges;
Fig. 4.11c and 4.11d are for faces and pencil sketches. We can see that the proposed model
can translate the edges to their counterpart well for shoes and edges. The translation is
multi-modal, which means the edges can generate different colour shoes with different tests.
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(a) t-SNE visualization for ht,hs of task
MNISTM→MNIST: hs in blue, ht in red.
(b) t-SNE visualization for z̈st, z̈ts of task
MNISTM→MNIST: z̈st in blue, z̈ts in red.
(c) t-SNE visualization for ht,hs of task
MNIST→USPS: hs in blue, ht in red.
(d) t-SNE visualization for z̈st, z̈ts of task
MNIST→USPS: z̈st in blue, z̈ts in red.
Figure 4.10: t-SNE visualization of deep representations and modulated latent encodings.
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For the challenging face and pencil sketch task, the proposed model can also map one to
another well. The generations have some variations compared with the original images. In
general, our method can generate realistic, translated images. However, we find that the
reverse task seems harder than the task to convert a sketch to a real image. For example,
when the face image is given, the generated sketch loses some details. The reason may be
that the low-level features are neglected when the deep feature acts as the condition. Another
observation is the blurriness in images. It is caused by the intrinsic character of VAEs that
employs a L2-based regularizer for the marginal evidence.
For further evaluation, quantitative performance is evaluated for image mapping. SSIM [131],
MSE, and PSNR are used for the evaluation. The results are shown in Table 4.3. We can see
that our model outperforms E-CDRD [54], which learns a disentangled latent encoding for
the source and the target for domain adaptation. Meanwhile, it matches the performance of
StarGAN [132], which is designed for multi-domain image translation. The result shows that
our model can map cross-domain images well compared to these prior works.




E-CDRD [54] 0.6229 0.0207 16.86
StarGAN [132] 0.8026 0.0142 19.04
CDLM 0.7961 0.0140 19.89
Also, we conduct the classification to evaluate the translation performance. We take
shoes as an example, which are labelled into four different classes. Our proposed model’s
recognition accuracy for task shoes→edge is 0.953, which is higher than the results of PixelDA
(0.921) and UNIT (0.916), respectively.
4.4.5 Ablation study
In our model, two unsupervised consistency metrics are added for good generation. The
adaptation accuracy is used for evaluation. Table 4.4 gives the results for the four different
tasks. The performance w/o Lc is dropped down because the decoder cannot generate realistic
cross-domain images. Ltc connects outputs generated from the ht and z̈ts only for the target,
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(a) “edge” to “shoes”
(b) “shoes” to “edge”
(c) “sketch” to “face”
(d) “face” to “sketch”
Figure 4.11: Visualization of cross-domain image mapping.
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which improves the performance slightly. Meanwhile, we can see that the Lsc loss boosts the
accuracy for adaptation significantly, which connects the two domains with the generations by
the h. Finally, the scenario with both Lsc and Ltc gives the best performance in all four tasks.
It bridges both the h and z̈ between the two domains.
Table 4.4: Evaluation on the effect of unsupervised consistency metrics. The recognition accuracy is
shown for four tasks in the unsupervised domain adaptation scenario. Our model is on the last row
with both the Lsc and Ltc, which achieves the best performance.
Model/Tasks MNIST→USPS USPS→MNIST Fashion→FashionM FashionM→Fashion
CDLM w/o Lc 0.635 0.683 0.646 0.672
CDLM+Ltc 0.689 0.695 0.682 0.691
CDLM+Lsc 0.951 0.980 0.912 0.915
CDLM+Lsc+Ltc 0.961 0.983 0.913 0.922
4.4.6 Model analysis
The effect of encoder settings – depth and different γ1, γ2: In our model, the deep features
are utilized to cross-modulate the transfer latent encoding. Therefore, the deep features are
an essential factor in our framework and are influenced by the encoder’s depth. During the
experiments, we use MNIST→ USPS and Fashion→ FashionM as the evaluation tasks. For
the first one, they have different contents, but with the same background. The second task is a
different scenario. The images have the same content but different backgrounds. The outputs
of different encoder layers (k > 3) are used for the experiments.
Table 4.5: Adaptation accuracy with different layer depth. Tasks MNIST→ USPS and Fashion→
FashionM are considered.
Tasks/Layers Conv4 Conv5 Convlast
MNIST→ USPS 0.954 0.956 0.961
Fashion→ FashionM 0.890 0.905 0.913
The result (Table 4.5) shows that higher accuracy is achieved when more layers are used
to extract deep representations. The accuracy gain of the task MNIST → USPS is lower
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than that of Fashion → FashionM. It is expected that features extracted by higher layers
would naturally eliminate lower-level variations between domains, such as background and
illumination changes in the images.
For γ1, γ2, we fix the last convolutional layer for the deep representations and evaluate the
different values. From Table 4.6, we can see that the performance is dropped down signifi-
cantly with a smaller γ1 compared with γ2, and increased with a larger γ1. The performance
seems to be stabilized when γ1 is greater than 0.9, while γ2 remains 0.1. Following the
standard VAE, we keep the noise ε (γ2 6= 0) in the evaluations. Meanwhile, our model works
well even when γ2 = 0. The results suggest that deep representation plays a crucial role in
cross-domain modulation.
Table 4.6: Adaptation accuracy with different (γ1, γ2). Tasks MNIST → USPS and Fashion →
FashionM are considered.
Tasks / (γ1, γ2) (0.1,1.0) (0.5,0.5) (0.9,0.1) (1.0,0.1) (1.0, 0)
MNIST→ USPS 0.320 0.723 0.961 0.961 0.961
Fashion→ FashionM 0.226 0.513 0.912 0.913 0.913
Performance of the incomplete modulation: The proposed transfer latent space is a gener-
alization of the transfer space. Several transfer functions can be satisfied for this purpose. We
give two incomplete modulations in Section 4.3. Their performance is shown in Table 4.7. The
results show that the CDLM has a better performance than the two variants. The incomplete
modulation causes that only the image’s second-order moment contributes to the transfer and
cross-consistency.
Table 4.7: Performance of the incomplete modulation variants.
Model MNIST→MNISTM MNIST→USPS
variant 1 0.967 0.953
variant 2 0.959 0.950
CDLM 0.987 0.961
A-Distance: In the theoretical analysis of the domain discrepancy [123], Ben-David et al.
suggests that A-distance can be used as a measure for the domain discrepancy. As the exact
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A-distance is intractable, a proxy is defined as d̂A = 2(1− 2ε), where ε is the generalization
error of a binary classifier (e.g. kernel SVM) trained to distinguish the input’s domain (source
or target). Following the protocol of [14, 46], we calculate the A-distance on four adaptation
tasks under the scenarios of Raw features, DANN features, and CDLM features, respectively.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.12. We observe that both the DANN and CDLM reduce the
domain discrepancy compared with the Raw images scenario, and the A-distance of CDLM
is smaller than the DANN’s. It demonstrates that it is harder to distinguish the source and the
target by the CDLM generations.
Figure 4.12: A-distances comparison for four tasks.
Convergence: We also conduct the convergence experiment with training error on task
MNIST-USPS to evaluate our model. Fig. 4.13 shows that our model has better convergence
than DANN, though there are some oscillations at the beginning of the training. The error
of CDLM is lower than the DANN, demonstrating that CDLM has a better adaptation
performance. This is consistent with the adaptation performance in Table 4.2.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a novel variational cross-domain transfer learning model with cross-
modulation of deep representations from different domains. First, a shared transfer latent
space is introduced, which attempts to restrict the joint latent distribution. For the variational
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Figure 4.13: Convergence of CDLM compared with DANN.
autoencoders, the reparameterization transformation is a natural choice for the transfer map.
Interestingly, the transformation connects with modulation. Both of them tackle cross-
domain information. Under this consideration, we address them as complete and incomplete
modulation and present some instances in detail. We also give an interpretation to demonstrate
CDLM’s effectiveness in terms of the image’s statistical properties.
We then analyse our model’s generalization error bound according to the adaptation
theory. It helps to understand the CDLM’s transfer further. Besides, we show that a complete
modulation is a multi-linear map, capturing the multi-modal structures of data distribution.
Finally, evaluations are carried out in unsupervised domain adaptation and image transla-
tion tasks. They demonstrate our model’s competitive performance. Its effectiveness is also
clearly shown in the visual assessment of the adapted images and the latent information’s
alignment, as revealed by visualization using t-SNE. Overall, competitive performance has





Leaking GAN for Semi-Supervised
Semantic Segmentation
We have demonstrated our work using the different properties of the generative models
in the previous chapters. In this chapter, we explore utilizing a semi-supervised approach
for the transfer. First, we will introduce our proposed model LeakGAN, a GAN-based
semi-supervised transfer learning framework for image semantic segmentation. Then the
effectiveness of the proposed framework is demonstrated by experiments carried out on three
benchmark retina fundus image datasets.
5.1 Introduction
This work is supported by a University of Otago Research Grant about semantic segmentation
for medical images. Semantic segmentation, which aims to label each pixel of an image as an
instance of one class from a given set of classes, has been an important and challenging visual
recognition task in medical imaging [133]. In recent years, semantic segmentation has shown
promising potentials in many biomedical imaging applications for further clinical diagnosis,
and intervention [134, 135, 136]. The segmentation techniques based on deep neural networks
have been applied in various medical imaging modalities and attained promising performance.
However, all these works usually rely on a particular dataset where a large volume of annotated
data is available for training, and testing is done on unused data of the same source. In the real
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world, medical annotation has to be done by experts. While we can employ many MTurkers to
supply common-sense image annotations (e.g. object types). It is generally time-consuming
and laborious for domain experts to label medical images, especially on the pixel-level.
Furthermore, the network model learned from the dataset has limited generalization ability
when applied to similar datasets, which is a significant obstacle to the broad application of
these techniques [137, 138, 139].
To address the lack of annotated data, semi-supervised learning methods have been
explored [140, 141, 142]. With semi-supervised learning, ample unlabelled samples can
be used to leverage the training of deep networks and achieve semantic segmentation for
image domains lacking labelled data. However, in the real world, medical images are often
acquired by different devices under different settings and circumstances, leading to variations
in appearance. Also, the images are related to the different categories of subjects (e.g., healthy
or pathological), which vary the morphology of images. Both of them cause the domain shift
for the different medical images. Towards these practical issues, we propose a model with
generalization capacity, which is trained in a semi-supervised fashion, even face an image
from other unseen datasets that can also perform well.
Specifically, a GAN-based semi-supervised strategy [77] is adopted as our basic frame-
work. Recently, appealing segmentation results are obtained by this method [143, 144, 145].
To improve its generalization, we add three improved strategies to the GAN-based framework.
First, a U-Net style network is used as the discriminator due to its competitive performance
in medical image segmentation [146]. Secondly, we propose a polluted discriminator by
introducing auxiliary “leaking links” from the generator to the discriminator, which force
the generator to produce moderate (unrealistic) generations to boost the semi-supervised
learning performance. The polluted discriminator gains an improved learning ability due
to the perturbation of probabilities during gradient optimization. Finally, the discriminator
is regularized by the mean-teacher mechanism [147], which can improve the segmentation
generalization because it is trained under input and weights perturbations. We also introduce
a novel focal consistency penalty for the predictions of the student and teacher modules. It
can extend the training range when the two prediction results have a significant shift. Our
model is proposed for semantic segmentation, but it also can be used for object recognition.
Among various medical image modalities, retinal vessel images include rich information
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about pathological changes that are critical for early diagnosis and treatment of eye-related
diseases [148]. Also, blood vessel analysis plays a fundamental role in different clinical
fields [149, 150, 151]. For retinal vessel images, it was pointed out in [152] that the challenge
in vessel segmentation is due to the unique complex structure of blood vessels. Deep con-
volutional neural networks applied to vessel segmentation have obtained some competitive
results, and they allow a direct end-to-end function that can be trained using back propaga-
tion [153, 148]. Also, some models [154, 155, 156] can be used for cross-training evaluations,
i.e., training on one dataset and testing on another dataset. It helps the framework be deployed
to test fundus images obtained with different cameras and different environments.
However, the challenge is there. These successes, however, rely on ample annotated data,
which usually is not the case for medical images as labelling full images is time-consuming
and expensive. The limited availability of annotated vessels remains the bottleneck for deep
neural networks’ application in real-world vessel segmentation tasks. Besides, compared
with other objects, the segmentation of vessels requires more fine-grained results, which is
rather challenging [157]. There are variations in terms of their sizes, shapes, and intensities in
different local areas, forcing the segmentation model to learn the vessel’s complex structure.
Also, a micro-vessel can be as thin as just one to several pixels. On the other hand, there are a
number of public-domain retinal vessels datasets, such as DRIVE [158], STARE [159], and
CHASE_DB1 [155]. This provides a practical platform for us to utilize different datasets
to evaluate our model’s transfer learning [5] performance. Next, we will introduce the
GAN-based semi-supervised mechanism and its understanding, leading to our novel model.
5.2 GAN-based Semi-Supervised Learning
We introduce the GAN-based semi-supervised learning briefly in Chapter 2. Here, we will
demonstrate the mechanism in detail. Generally speaking, the GAN-based semi-supervised
mechanism [77] attempts to learn the data’s distribution using the adversarial learning be-
tween the unlabelled and fake images. Besides, a classifier (discriminator) then learns the
classification boundary jointly with unsupervised learning.
Specifically, for a standard classifier, the input x is fed into the deep neural network and a
K-dimensional vector of logits {l1, l2, · · · , lK} is obtained. The logits then are turned into
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class probabilities by a softmax: pmodel(y = j|x) = exp(lj(x))∑K
k=1 exp(lk(x))
. We can train such a model
by minimizing the cross-entropy between the labels and the model’s predictive distribution
pmodel(y|x). Then, for the GAN-based semi-supervised learning, the reference [77] proposes
that we can add an additional class K + 1 for the fake generation. Similar to the standard
classifier, pk(y = K+1|xf ) can be used to supply the probability that data xf is fake. During
the training, the unlabelled data xul has to be one of the K classes. The generated fake
samples can be used with unlabelled data to explore the hidden data structure to support
semantic segmentation. The labelled data xl is utilized for training the discriminator to
recognize the pixel’s categories. The discriminator can predict the result by maximizing
log pk(y ∈ 1, · · · , K|xul). Therefore, the discriminator’s loss function is given as a sum of
supervised Lsup and unsupervised parts Lunsup:
L = Lsup + Lunsup. (5.1)
The loss for labelled images is a cross-entropy loss between labels and probabilities
predicted by the discriminator, as used in standard segmentation networks:
Lsup = −Exl,y∼pdata(xl,y) log pk(y|xl, y < K + 1). (5.2)
The loss for unlabelled images is defined as
Lunsup = −Exul∼pdata(xul) log[1− pk(y = K + 1|xul)]
− Exf∼G log[pk(y = K + 1|xf )],
(5.3)
As introduced in Chapter 2, when we substitute D(x) = 1− pmodel(y = K + 1|x) into
the Eq. (5.3), we have
Lunsup = −Exul∼pdata(xul)[log p(D(xul))]− Ez∼pz(z)[log(1− p(D(G(z))))], (5.4)
where the z is the noise used to generate the fake images. Then Eq. (5.4) becomes a standard
GANs objective.
Due to the over-parameterization of the K + 1 outputs in the discriminator, the (K + 1)-th






for unlabeled and fake images, where Z(·) =
∑K
i=1 exp(li(·)). Also, the feature matching
loss has a better performance to train the model.
To better understanding its mechanism, some works explore more. The reference [143]
tries to develop an intuitive understanding of the mechanism. For this, substituting the
D(·) = Z(·)
Z(·)+1 into Eq. (5.4), we can rewrite it as
Lunsup = Exf∼pfake log
(∑K
i=1 e









































According to Eq. (5.7), the authors of [143] consider three different situations. First is the
weak fake samples. It means the fake examples from the generator are significantly weak and
easily distinguished by the discriminator. As a result, there is gradient flow in Eq. (5.7), and
the unlabelled data is almost useless for semi-supervised learning. Second one is the strong
fake samples. Under this situation, the model tries to obtain a Nash-equilibrium between the
discriminator and the generator. Then the derivative will pull ai(xf ) down and push bi(xul) up
for the realistic generations. However, it will be overfitting for a powerful discriminator and
underfitting for a controlled-capacity discriminator, which both degrade the semi-supervised
learning. The last is the scenario with moderate fake samples. The fake generations are neither
too weak nor too strong for the discriminator. The ∇Lunsup will give a moderate curvature
around the real examples, which may result in a smooth classification boundary around real
unlabelled examples. The unsupervised objective, combined with the supervised objective, is
used to train a good classifier.
In [144], the authors also analyse the relationship between the generator and discriminator
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in the semi-supervised scenario. It is shown that a bad generator is essential for the success
of GAN-based SSL. That means a generator cannot produce realistic images under the
discriminator’s guidance. They call the generator a ‘complement generator.’ It has a similar
role as analysed in [143], and the generator should give moderate generations for better
semi-supervised learning performance.
5.3 LeakGAN: Leaking GAN-based Semi-Supervised Learn-
ing
We present the details of our segmentation method in this section. Our goal is to train a
semantic segmentation network for retinal vessel images in a semi-supervised setting based
on GANs. Three strategies are introduced to improve the segmentation performance and
attain robustness to small changes caused by different scanners and varying environments.
5.3.1 Problem setting and motivation
We have a training set Ds that contains labelled samples {(xil, yi)|i = 1, · · · , n} and unla-
belled samples {xul}, where each sample xl,xul ∈ X , only limited samples xil are associated
with a label yi ∈ Y . X is the feature space, such as an m dimensional space of real numbers
Rm, and Y is the label space. The unlabelled data xul is used to improve the predictions
of the classifier. The classifier can provide labels for unlabelled data. This is the typical
semi-supervised learning problem and very widely used in medical image segmentation due
to limited annotated examples.
Our goal is to design a generalization segmentation framework to achieve good perfor-
mance on semi-supervised learning scenarios. It can also perform well in cross-training
scenarios, i.e., training on dataset Ds and testing on dataset Dt. Here the xt,xl,xul ∈ X are
in the same feature space. However, there is domain shift between Ds and Dt, and therefore
different distributions p(Xs) 6= p(Xt). In the real world, the distribution discrepancy between
training data and testing data will often hinder performance. Therefore, generalization seg-
mentation networks are designed to be transferred to other domains (even unseen scenarios),
overcoming domain shifts.
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As discussed above, the GAN-based approach is promising for semi-supervised learning,
and a feature-matching strategy is utilized to obtain a bad generator producing moderate
generations. In other words, moderate fake images are crucial for this mechanism. The
existing works [77, 143, 144] focus on the generator for a moderate generation. Can we
obtain a polluted discriminator for this? A polluted discriminator cannot make a firm decision
on the samples. The updating then could guide the generator to give a moderate generation.
We could leak some of the generator’s information to the discriminator, which could confuse
the latter’s decision.
For the information leaking, using skip connections is a natural choice. The use of skip
connections often takes a crucial role in deep neural network classifiers [160, 161, 162, 163] as
it can effectively mitigate the vanishing gradient problem. Another line of research combines
the shallow information from lower layers with deep information from high layers [146, 164,
165] and hence leads to more accurate recognition results. In [166], the authors propagate
the discriminator information back to the generator, utilizing an iterative feedback loop to
improve the generator’s performance. In contrast, in our work, we employ skip connections
to ‘leak’ information from the generator to the discriminator to boost the performance of
semi-supervised learning.
5.3.2 LeakGAN framework
The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 5.1. Our model follows the GAN-based semi-
supervised approach as described in Section 5.2. We aim to predict the class label of each
pixel for the retinal image.
In the model, the discriminator also functions as a classifier for semantic segmentation. It
is crucial for segmentation performance. Among various discriminator models that can be
chosen for the task, we choose U-Net as it is a good performer on medical image segmentation.
U-Net [146] consists of a contracting path and a symmetric expanding path and acts as a
multi-class classifier to assign a label from a set of K classes to each pixel. It is trained by the
labelled data xl. It works requiring very few training images and yields precise segmentation.
Its contracting path follows the typical architecture of a convolutional network, and every












Figure 5.1: Model schematic for retina semantic segmentation. There are three inputs (labelled,
unlabelled and fake data) to feed into the discriminator. U-Net is utilized as the discriminator in the
proposed model. During training, unlabelled data is also used to train a teacher discriminator.
features from the contracting path are combined with the upsampled output to localize pixels.
Also, there are many feature channels in the upsampling part, which allow the network to
propagate context information to higher resolution layers. Finally, a softmax operation is





where li(x) denotes the activation in feature channel i at the pixel position x, K is the number
of classes and pmodel(x) is the approximated maximum-function. In supervised learning, such
a model is then trained by minimizing the cross-entropy between the observed labels, and the
model predicts distribution pmodel(x).
To boost the semi-supervised learning, we propose a new leaking mechanism for the
discriminator, as shown in Fig. 5.2. We add a skip connection between the generator and
the discriminator. Let us denote the l-th layer outputs of the generator, the contracting path
and expanding path of the U-Net by {Gl}n−1l=1 ,{U lc}1l=n−1 and {U le}
2n−1
l=n+1 respectively, where
n is the index number of the bottom layer in U-Net. The activation of the generator and the
U-Net contracting path are concatenated by the information leaking module. We denote the
l-th output layer of information leaking module as {Ll}nl=1. The activation of each layer in
the information leaking module can be described as
Ll = [αlGl, βlU lc], (5.9)
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where [·, ·] denotes the concatenation operation. The coefficients αl and βl are scaling
parameters for the outputs in the layer. Then the output of the information leaking module is
added to the corresponding activation of the expanding path, as follows:




where f is the activation function, and γ is a switch function. When γ = (1, 1) the information
leaking module is activated; when γ = (0, 1), the module is disabled. Thus, the information
leaking module can be flexibly switched on and off.
Generator U-Net
  leaking 
  module
Figure 5.2: For the information leaking module, the outputs of the generator layers are concatenated
with the upsampling parts of U-Net.
Then the discriminator gives the decision according to the features polluted by leaking
information from the generator. It leads to generate unrealistic examples which can boost
the semi-supervised learning performance, as proven in [143, 144]. However, different from
having a bad GAN as in [144], our generator is perfect. The unrealistic examples are generated
due to the polluted discriminator. Also, the polluted features induce the perturbation on the
probability during the gradient optimization. These kinds of perturbations also improve the
learning ability of discriminator (U-Nets). A detailed explanation of the leaking module is in
Section 5.3.3.
With the information leaking strategy, the proposed model tends to leverage the unlabelled
data to explore the more intrinsic properties of data and achieve better results. However,
variations factors such as image intensity changes, noise, and low contrast, still present
significant obstacles for the segmentation model [149].
To further improve the discriminator’s generalization over the variations in medical images,
we adopt the mean-teacher paradigm [147] as an additional regularization mechanism for the
discriminator. As shown in Fig. 5.1, a student network with unlabelled image inputs is run in
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parallel with a teacher network with noisy unlabelled image inputs. The discriminator acting
in the student network is encouraged to predict consistent results with the teacher network
under small perturbations. In our model, the perturbations are from the noisy unlabelled
image and moved weights. Specifically, for the noise perturbations, the student’s inputs xsul
polluted by noise are fed into the teacher network. That is, for the teacher’s network, inputs xtul
become xtul = x
s
ul + λε, with ε ∼ N (0, I), λ < 1. Another perturbation is from the weights.
Here we denote the weights of student discriminator wDs . With the same architecture as the
students, the teacher discriminator is parameterized by wDt . According to the mean-teacher
strategy [147], the teacher network weights wDt are the exponential moving average (EMA)




+ (1− α)ωτDs , (5.11)
where α is the smoothing coefficient parameter that controls the updating of teacher weights,
which is usually set between 0.9 and 0.999, and the τ is the training step. Then a consistency
loss [147] is employed to penalize the difference between the student’s prediction fs(xsul;ωDs)
and the teacher’s ft(xtul;ωDt):
Lcons(xul) = ‖fs(xsul;ωDs)− ft(xtul;ωDt)‖. (5.12)
5.3.3 Probability perturbation analysis
GAN sets up a minmax two-player game pitted against an adversary, and it aims to generate
visually realistic images. As we discussed in Section 5.2, a bad generator [143, 144] can
improve the generalization of a semi-supervised learning framework. Unlike these methods,
we keep the perfect generator to capture the data distribution but introduce a "polluted"
discriminator for the moderate generations.
The polluted discriminator distinguishes the noise-added example x̃ from the generated
example xg. The noise is leaked from the generator by the information leaking module. Then





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x̃)] + Ez∼p(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (5.13)
The polluted discriminator leads the generator to a distorted version of the real example; it
pushes the generator away from producing strong generations. Furthermore, the distance be-
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tween the distorted image x̃ul and the real one xul can be controlled by the leaking information
module. That means we can control how much distortion the generations have.
As explained in [143], moderate examples allow the discriminator to learn on supervised
loss and induce the right class for unlabeled examples. In short, it is because the probabilities
pmodel(y = K + 1|xul) and pmodel(y = imax|xf ) become less than that of strong generations,
which leads to a lower contribution of the unlabelled data in the overall loss gradient. Unlike
this, our work introduces the gradient factors perturbation in the unsupervised loss term due
to the leaking information being dynamic.
Following the approach in [143], we now give an analysis on the probability perturbation
effects of information leaking and illustrate why it works. The unsupervised objective in
Eq. (5.4) can be rewritten as follows:











where pmodel(y = K + 1|x) is replaced by exp(lK+1(x)∑K+1
i=1 exp li(x))
. When we take the derivative w.r.t













Our model leaks the information from the generator to the discriminator, concatenating as
a feature vector to the expanding path. This makes the discriminator give the decision on x̃ul
instead of the real input xul. Under this situation, we assume there is some perturbation on
the probability in the bi(x̃ul) part, with the probability of being classified as normal classes
reduced, and the probability of being classified as “fake” increased, all due to the pollution
resulted from the leaking link. It becomes
bi(x̃ul) = −Exul∼pdata
∑K
i=1[(pmodel(y = i|xul, i ≤ K)− ε1)(pmodel(y = K + 1|xul) + ε2)]∇li(xul).
(5.16)
Then implication of Eq. (5.16) can be analysed as follows.
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1. The perturbation can increase the gradient at the early training. At the beginning
of training, the examples generated from the generator are very weak and easy to
distinguish from the real examples. There exists i ≤ K, p(y = i|xul) ≈ 1, p(y =
K + 1|xul) ≈ 0, and p(y = i|xf ) ≈ 0. Under this situation, there is no gradient flow
from Eq. (5.16), i.e., zero contribution for the unsupervised part of the overall gradient.
This issue is remedied when the leaking information is added to pollute the unlabelled
feature. As a result, the p(y = K + 1|xul) ≈ 0 + ε2 and p(y = i|xf ) ≈ 1 − ε1,
ε1, ε2 > 0, so that the unlabelled data contribute to the gradient.
2. The perturbation also tends to prolong the training of the discriminator. For a perfect
GAN, with the training going on, the generator captures the data distribution. The
discriminator cannot distinguish the two distributions, which means pxf = pxul , and the
discriminator probability becomes D(x) ≈ 1
2
[21]. When the discriminator is polluted
by information leaking, p(y = i|xul) potentially decreases, and p(y = K + 1|xf )




ε1, ε2 > 0 decrease gradually with the training going on. Thus the discriminator gets
more opportunities to learn better feature representations.
5.3.4 Focal consistency
In retina vessel images, it is challenging to deal with micro-vessels with delicate structures as
they may take up only a few pixels in width, and the classification can be easily disrupted
by noise. As a result, there is a severe class imbalance problem during training. Inspired
by [167], we propose a focal consistency loss function which down-scales the weights of easy
examples and thus guides the training to focus on the hard negatives.
The focal loss function [167] tries to mitigate the effect of the cross entropy loss being
overwhelmed by large class imbalance. Let pt denote the probability for class t. The relevant
cross entropy − log pt can be scaled by a weighting factor αt (which can be set as the inverse
of class frequency or as a hyperparameter). Adding a modulating factor (1− pt)ρ, with ρ > 0
being a tunable focusing parameter, we have the balanced focal loss function defined as
FL(pt) = −αt(1− pt)ρ log pt. (5.17)
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Based on this, we propose a novel focal consistency loss function as follows by considering
the prediction difference between the student and teacher networks:
Lcons-FL = −αt(|pt(xul)− pt(x′ul)|)ρ[log pt(xul)− log pt(x′ul)] (5.18)
where |pt(xul)− pt(x′ul)| is the perturbation factor. log pt(xul)− log pt(x′ul) is the prediction
distance between the teacher and the student networks where the input signal and weights are
subject to perturbation. The distance of the two predictions decides the perturbation factor. It
modulates the training range according to the consistency loss. When an example is aligned
not well, the weight is improved due to the larger difference. When the two predictions are
similar, it reduces the loss weight. As the same as the reference [167], the parameter adjusts
the rate at which aligned-well examples are down-weighted.
The consistency loss can extend the training range when the two prediction results have a
significant shift. In addition, it overcomes the distribution mismatch possibly caused by the
different view angles, lighting conditions, or acquisition devices and boosts the generalization
of the discriminator to adapt to the transfer learning tasks.
5.3.5 Learning in LeakGAN






(λ1Lsup + λ2Lunsup + λ3Lcons-FL) (5.19)
where λ1, λ2, λ3 are the trade-off hyper-parameters to control the regularization of the model
weights. Our model is trained like a standard GAN. The discriminator (also a classifier) is
optimized by the joint objective. According to the analysis in Section 5.3.4, we also apply
the focal loss to Lsup to tackle the imbalance problem during the training. Meanwhile, for
the optimization of the generator, we observe that our model can be trained by the standard
GAN’s protocol empirically:
Ladv- = Ez∼p(z) log(1− p(D(G(z)))). (5.20)
During the training, we optimize the models iteratively. Besides, the consistency of the
mean-teacher regularizes the discriminator as its student network. Our model is summarized
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in Algo. 5.1. Furthermore, LeakGAN can be used for the cross-domain scenarios, which the
unlabelled target Xtul also is fed into the model, as shown in Algo. 5.2.
Algorithm 5.1: Training of the LeakGAN framework
Input: Source: Xsl , ysl ,Xsul
Result: Segmentation classifier (discriminator)
1 θD,θG,θMT← initialization
2 for iterations of traning do




ul ← sample mini-batch
4 z← sample from N (0, I)
5 Generate X̃f by feeding z through generator G
6 Lsup,Lunsup,Lcons-FL,Ladv-← calculated by Eq. (5.2), Eq. (5.4), Eq. (5.18) and
Eq. (5.20)
7 for iterations of inference model updating do
8 θD ← – ∆θDL∗
9 end





The evaluations are conducted in this section. First, the quantitative results compared with
the state-of-the-art methods are shown in Section 5.4.3. Our model is in a semi-supervised
learning scenario, where only a few labelled training images are available, and the other
methods are full-supervised. The visualization results and the differences between the
predictions and their ground truth are shown in Section 5.4.4. Also, the evaluations of transfer
and generalization capacity are demonstrated in Section 5.4.5. We assume that the training
data and test data are from different sources (datasets) for this scenario. Finally, the ablation
study and different model settings are analysed in Section 5.4.6.
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Algorithm 5.2: Training of the LeakGAN cross-domain framework
Input: Source: Xsl , ysl ,Xsul, Target:Xtul
Result: Segmentation classifier (discriminator)
1 θD,θG,θMT← initialization
2 for iterations of traning do







4 z← sample from N (0, I)
5 Generate X̃f by feeding z through generator G
6 Lsup,Lunsup,Lcons-FL,Ladv-← calculated by Eq. (5.2), Eq. (5.4), Eq. (5.18) and
Eq. (5.20)
7 for iterations of inference model updating do
8 θD ← – ∆θDL∗
9 end






The proposed method is evaluated on three public datasets, DRIVE [158], STARE [159] and
CHASE_DB1 [155]. These datasets provide corresponding vessel segmentation manually
labelled by domain experts, which can be seen as the ground truth segmentation. The details
of the datasets are as follows.
DRIVE: There are 40 color fundus images with a resolution of 565 × 584 pixels. These
images were captured by a Canon CR5 non-mydriatic camera with a 45-degree field of view
(FOV). The bit-depth is 8-bit.
STARE: It consists of 20 colour fundus images, with half of them containing signs of various
pathologies. These images were captured with the resolution of 700× 605 pixels by a canon
TopCon TRV-50 fundus camera with 35-degree FOV, and the bit-depth is 8-bit.
CHASE_DB1: There are 28 colour fundus images from patients who participated in the
child heart and health study in England. These images were captured with the resolution of
999× 960 pixels by a Nidek NM 200D fundus camera with 30-degree FOV, and the bit-depth
is 8-bit.
5.4.2 Implementation
Our experiments are based on implementations using TensorFlow [101]. Our model is trained
by the patches randomly cropped from the training images. The patch size is 64× 64. The
structure of the generator is similar to that of DCGAN [168], which performs well on image
generation tasks. A 1-D random normal noise with length 100 is fed to the generator. It
passes through a fully connected layer, and the activation is reshaped to 8 × 8. There are
overall six convolution layers following the fully-connected layer. LeakyReLU is used as
the activation function except for the last layer, where tanh() is used instead. Transposed
convolution layers with stride 2 are utilized for the upsampling. Batch normalization is added
between the convolutional layers. The intermediate outputs of the generator, which have the
same frame size as the discriminator’s, are used as the leaked information. The discriminator
is of U-Net style and has a structure similar to the model proposed in [169]. The kernel of the
consecutive convolution layers is 3×3, and max-pooling with step 2 is utilized to downsample
the image patches. After four stacked blocks of convolution and downsampling layers, the
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patches are encoded to the size of 4×4×512. The decoder of the discriminator has a structure
symmetric to the encoder. The encoder’s output, also the intermediate outputs of the generator,
are concatenated to the decoder for the further upsampling. During the experiments, the
output of the first convolutional layer of the generator (features with size 8×8) is utilized for
the leaking module. For the hyperparameters, we set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.1 and λ3 = 0.05. The
learning rate is 0.0002 for the discriminator, and 0.0001 for the generator. It spends around
1.69s, 1.72s, and 4.70s to generate each image prediction in patch-level for DRIVE, STARE,
and CHASE_DB1, respectively, when our model is run on a single NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU.
5.4.3 Quantitative results
We evaluate the performance of our model on the three datasets and compare our model with
state-of-the-art methods such as Deep GCN [150], DeepVessel [153], SegmentLoss [148],
and MS-NFN [170]. Following the protocol in [150, 153], we use segmentation accuracy
(Acc), specificity (Sp), sensitivity (Se) as quantitative results to measure the segmentation
performance. The segmentation accuracy (Acc) is defined as the ratio of the sum of the pixels
classified correctly to the sum of the total number of pixels. The sensitivity (Se) is the ratio of
the vessel pixels classified correctly to the total vessel pixels, and the specificity (Sp) is the












TP + FN + TN + FP
,
where TP, true positives, are the vessel pixels predicted correctly. FP (false positive), TN
(true negative), and FN (false negative) are similarly defined.
During the evaluations, the training patches are cropped randomly. To evaluate the semi-
supervised learning performance using different amounts of labelled data, we set the number
of labelled training retina images to be 3, 5, and 8, respectively. The rest of the training
images are treated as unlabelled samples. The evaluation result is shown in Table 5.1.
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As seen, when using 3, 5 labelled images only (“LeakGAN 3” and “LeakGAN 5”), the
performance of LeakGAN is already close to the methods in comparison. When 8 labelled
images are used (“LeakGAN 8”), its performance surpasses that of the counterparts on most of
the criteria. The results show significant improvement for the DRIVE dataset, and some slight
boost for the other two tasks. It demonstrates that the unlabelled images can be effectively
employed to train good classification boundaries, whereas more labelled images are beneficial
for improved performance. Furthermore, our model has a balanced performance for sensitivity
and specificity, similar to Deep GCN [150].
Table 5.1: Performance evaluation for DRIVE, STARE and CHASE_DB1. Semantic segmenta-
tion accuracy (Acc), Sensitivity (Se), and Specificity (Sp) are considered for the evaluations. Best
performance highlighted in bold.
Dataset DRIVE STARE CHASE_DB1
Methods Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%)
MS-NFN [170] 95.67 98.19 78.44 - - - 96.37 98.47 75.38
DeepVessel [153] 94.52 98.82 65.03 95.58 98.91 67.53 - - -
Deep GCN [150] 92.71 92.55 93.82 93.78 93.52 95.98 93.73 93.64 94.63
SegmentLoss [148] 94.81 96.58 82.71 - - - 95.13 96.03 86.17
LeakGAN 3 93.31 88.52 94.31 94.83 95.19 84.58 94.20 80.78 94.25
LeakGAN 5 94.69 83.14 97.00 94.89 88.21 96.32 96.65 92.03 92.25
LeakGAN 8 95.72 86.72 97.50 95.65 91.86 91.02 96.83 92.21 94.72
5.4.4 Qualitative results
We proceed with the visual assessment of the semantic segmentation results. First, whole-
image predictions are shown in Fig. 5.3. Next, for more detailed visualization, patch predic-
tions are also shown in Fig. 5.4.
From the figures, we can see that our model predicts the retina fundus images well under
the semi-supervised settings. Key information is well kept, such as the vessels’ shape and
directions, though there are some differences. The differences in blue show the false positive
pixels and yellow for false-negative ones. The blue pixels are mainly because of the extra
vessel prediction alongside the real vessel, and the yellow pixels are due to a weak prediction
value compared with the ground truth.
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Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/3 Prediction/5Difference/3 Difference/5 Prediction/8 Difference/8
(a) DRIVE
Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/3 Prediction/5Difference/3 Difference/5 Prediction/8 Difference/8
(b) STARE
Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/3 Prediction/5Difference/3 Difference/5 Prediction/8 Difference/8
(c) CHASE_DB1
Figure 5.3: Visualization of the semantic segmentation on testing images. The first two columns are
test images and their ground truth. Then the results are shown when 3, 5 and 8 labelled training images
are used. Its differences to ground truth are shown next to the prediction columns, with blue pixels
being false positive, and yellow being false negative.
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From the detailed patches in Fig. 5.4, we can see that the thin vessels can be accurately
detected from these three retina datasets. For example, in the third column in Fig. 5.4a, the
thin structure of the vessel is presented well by the prediction. Also, in the sixth column of
Fig. 5.4b, the vessels of STARE are detected well though it has some blue pixels around them.
However, some vessels’ structures disappear (as false negative) in the predictions, e.g., as
shown in the fourth column of Fig. 5.4c.
5.4.5 Results on cross-domain semantic segmentation
To evaluate our framework’s generalization capacity, we conduct cross-domain semantic
segmentation experiments following Algorithm 5.2. The proposed model is trained on one
dataset and tested on another dataset. All the evaluations are under the 8-labelled images
setting. The results are shown in Table 5.2. In general, our model can generalize well to other
fundus images captured with different cameras. The individual cross-dataset results are a little
lower than the performance for within-dataset training and testing. Also, the performance
from STARE or CHASE_DB1 to DRIVE is better than the opposite transfer performance. It
might be due to the higher resolutions of STARE and CHASE_DB1.
Table 5.2: Performance of cross-domain evaluation. Semantic segmentation accuracy (Acc), Sensitiv-
ity (Se), and Specificity (Sp) are considered for the evaluations
Training DRIVE STARE CHASE_DB1
Testing STARE CHASE_DB1 DRIVE CHASE_DB1 DRIVE STARE
Methods Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%)
EnsembleModel [155] 94.95 97.70 70.10 - - - 94.56 97.92 72.42 94.15 96.65 71.03 - - - - - -
Cross-Mod [154] 95.45 98.28 70.27 94.29 97.91 71.18 94.86 98.10 72.73 94.17 97.68 72.40 94.84 98.11 73.07 95.36 98.31 69.44
BTS-DSN [156] 95.48 98.16 71.88 94.41 97.15 69.80 95.02 97.84 74.46 94.11 97.10 67.26 93.77 96.99 69.60 95.01 98.08 67.99
LeakGAN 8 95.53 93.30 85.69 94.25 96.43 72.65 94.35 83.21 90.25 94.28 88.25 86.23 94.95 89.16 86.85 94.68 80.30 83.23
Fig. 5.5 is the visualization for the evaluations of cross-domain segmentations. Fig. 5.5a is
from DRIVE to STARE, i.e., DRIVE is the training dataset, and STARE is the test dataset. The
STARE vessels’ entire structure is clearly kept though some predictions are weak compared
with the ground truth (yellow pixels in the figure). Fig. 5.5b is for STARE→DRIVE.
We extend the cross-domain segmentation evaluation onto another scenario: training the
LeakGAN framework on the healthy images and testing it on the pathological images.
For the DRIVE dataset, there are seven images from diabetic patients. We also evaluate
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(a) Patch segmentation of DRIVE
(b) Patch segmentation of STARE
(c) Patch segmentation of CHASE_DB1
Figure 5.4: Patched segmentation results for the scenario of 8 labelled training image using different
datasets. The testing patches and their ground truth are in first and second row respectively. The third
row is for the predictions. The difference between the prediction and ground truth is shown in the last
row, blue pixels being false positive, and yellow being false negative.
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Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/8 Difference/8
(a) From DRIVE to STARE
Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/8 Difference/8
(b) From STARE to DRIVE
Test Images Ground Truth Prediction/8 Difference/8
(c) From DRIVE (Healthy) to DRIVE (Diabetic)
Figure 5.5: Visualization of the cross-domain prediction results. The test images and their ground
truth are shown in the first two columns. The predictions are listed on the third. The difference between
the prediction and ground-truth is shown in the last column overlaying on ground-truth, with blue
pixels indicating false positive, and yellow indicating false negative.
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the performance for the healthy retina images as training images, the diabetic patient’s retina
images for the test. The results are given in Table 5.3, and segmentation examples are shown
in Figure 5.5c. From these results, we can see that the model performs reasonably in this
scenario.
Table 5.3: Performance for training on DRIVE(H), testing on DRIVE(D). Numbers for the training
setup are for labelled and unlabelled images respectively.
Train Dataset DRIVE(H)(5+5) DRIVE(H)(10+10) DRIVE(H)(10+23)
Test Dataset DRIVE(D) DRIVE(D) DRIVE(D)
Acc(%) 92.15 92.23 93.61
Sp(%) 85.39 85.32 80.52
Se(%) 97.53 95.16 98.30
Furthermore, we evaluate our model’s generalization when it is applied to unseen datasets.
During the experiments, the model is trained following Algorithm 5.1 on one dataset, while
the testing is done on retina images of another dataset. For example, these results are obtained:
Acc(%)=95.06, Sp(%)=92.15, and Se(%)=83.37, when the transfer from DRIVE (training)
to STARE (testing) is considered. The result shows that our model also generalizes well to
unseen data resources.
5.4.6 Model analysis
Ablation studies: To better understand the contribution made by the modules of the proposed
LeakGAN model, we carry out an ablation study for each module. All the experiments are
designed under a semi-supervised setting. We experiment with the following progressively
incremental models:
• U-Net: only labelled images are used for the U-Net training and testing;
• U-Net + GAN: GAN-based semi-supervised learning strategy is involved;
• U-Net + GAN + MT: Mean-teacher is further added;
• U-Net + GAN + MT + LM: Finally, the full model with information leaking involved.
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We also experiment with using fewer labelled and unlabelled samples compared with the
setting in Table 5.1. From Table 5.4, we can see that the U-Net can give good performance
with few labelled retina images. However, it is prone to overfit, especially when only two
samples are provided. The methods augmented by GAN and further by other modules perform
increasingly better. With a fixed amount of unlabelled images, more labelled images achieve
higher performance. On the other hand, using more unlabelled data also gives higher accuracy
for the three datasets. The full framework follows the same trends, but its overall performance
across all datasets is the best among all models in comparison.
Table 5.4: Ablation results under the different labelled and unlabelled settings; L: Labelled, UL:
Unlabelled.
Methods Dataset
(2L,5UL) (5L,5UL) (2L,6UL) (2l,8UL)
Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%)
U-Net
DRIVE 92.86 95.66 80.59 93.85 89.31 91.01 92.86 95.66 80.95 92.86 95.66 80.59
STARE 93.16 83.67 94.60 94.87 89.74 90.03 93.16 83.67 94.60 93.16 83.67 94.60
CHASE_DB1 94.83 95.19 83.21 95.63 92.65 88.72 94.83 95.19 83.21 94.83 95.19 83.21
U-Net+GAN
DRIVE 94.26 87.65 96.50 94.36 89.21 93.20 94.61 75.83 94.86 93.54 80.45 93.13
STARE 93.98 88.51 86.17 93.86 88.23 91.58 92.32 90.97 80.93 93.71 90.06 89.63
CHASE_DB1 94.88 90.62 89.09 94.66 95.21 84.65 94.83 90.74 89.18 94.96 88.61 89.96
U-Net+GAN
DRIVE 94.05 87.63 91.58 94.48 80.75 95.76 94.86 87.53 92.67 93.54 80.28 93.55
STARE 94.08 89.21 86.06 93.78 83.94 90.74 93.57 88.64 85.85 93.86 90.04 83.08
+MT CHASE_DB1 94.10 83.68 94.51 93.84 82.23 95.57 94.30 91.50 86.21 94.38 85.51 92.08
U-Net+GAN
DRIVE 94.56 88.52 97.85 94.61 83.14 96.34 93.15 84.35 95.98 94.55 86.96 94.62
STARE 94.32 85.17 96.31 94.89 88.21 92.32 93.73 89.74 90.23 94.05 89.31 95.12
+MT+LM CHASE_DB1 94.85 87.16 90.49 96.67 92.47 95.68 94.87 86.19 93.36 94.56 86.17 92.27
Different information leaking settings: As we mentioned before, the generator’s convolu-
tional layer outputs are injected into the discriminator to improve semi-supervised learning.
According to our model’s structure, four outputs from the generator can be concatenated
to the upsampling path of the discriminator (from high-level features to low-level features)
in different ways. The first injection has a shape of 8 × 8; then the size is doubled for the
following ones up to 64× 64. We evaluate three different leaking outputs (1st, 2nd, and 3rd
intermediate outputs of the generator). Table 5.5 shows the results with different concatenation
style. During the experiments, the α parameter is set to 1. From the table, we can see that
the performance for different leaking settings is similar, showing no strong sensitivity to the
leaking schemes.
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Table 5.5: Performance of different leaking module setting
Dataset Type 1 Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Type2 Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%) Type3 Acc(%) Sp(%) Se(%)
DRIVE
1st 95.72 86.72 97.50 1st+2nd 94.63 80.32 97.72
1st+2nd+3rd2nd 93.83 83.62 96.91 1st+3rd 94.39 86.53 95.56 93.58 81.40 98.18
3rd 94.30 85.48 97.12 2nd+3rd 94.69 85.79 97.61
We have also evaluated the effect of using different α values for the leaking module.
Take the DRIVE experiment as an example; when α = 1, the accuracy is the highest. These
evaluations suggest that we can choose to leak the first convolutional outputs of the generator
and set the α to 1 for the leaking module.
Table 5.6: Performance of different α values for the leaking module.
α value 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.5
Acc(%) 94.13 94.20 95.72 95.61 95.67
Sp(%) 80.54 82.48 86.72 82.13 81.47
Se(%) 98.10 98.45 97.50 97.56 98.30
Analysis of the focal consistency loss: To evaluate our focal consistency’s performance, we
first investigate different ρ and αt settings. We also compare it with traditional consistency
based on MSE in DRIVE. During the experiments, we follow the protocol in [167]. The
results are shown in Table 5.7. We can see that the best performance occurs with αt = 2.0
and ρ = 0.25.




1.0 0.25 92.10 83.56 93.72
2.0 0.25 95.72 86.72 97.50
5.0 0.25 94.69 83.84 97.53
MSE 94.47 85.63 96.15
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel semi-supervised semantic segmentation method
for retina vessel data. To address the lack of labelled data for training a complex semantic
segmentation model, a GAN-based framework is employed that integrates information leaking
and mean-teacher mechanisms. Information leaking from the generator to the discriminator
pollutes the generated examples, which helps to improve the generalization performance. The
mean-teacher regularization is used to cope with variations in retina images due to changes
in imaging conditions. Furthermore, to address the class imbalance problem, a novel focal
consistency loss is proposed for mean-teacher regularization.
The generalization ability of our proposed model has been demonstrated by extensive
empirical validations using three widely used retina image datasets. Furthermore, by using
just a few labelled image examples for semi-supervised learning, our LeakGAN model not
only achieves outstanding performance in comparison with the state of the art, but it can
also be applied to cross-domain scenarios, where the model can either be trained on one




Conclusion and Future Work
So far, we have demonstrated our work in-depth. We will conclude our contributions and
introduce future work in this chapter.
6.1 Conclusion
Transfer learning uses the learned knowledge from the source task to improve the target task’s
learning. We study transductive transfer learning in a deep generative approach in this thesis.
It is appealing that we can learn meaningful unsupervised representations, which is crucial
for recognition. However, it is challenging how to bridge the two different domains in a
generative way. We aim to conduct systematic research using deep generative models for the
transfer in this thesis. This thesis investigates the intermediate generation, latent encoding
manipulation and semi-supervised strategy from a generative approach, and several novel
models are proposed. Our models can be used in the computer vision applications of object
recognition, image translation and semantic segmentation.
Specifically, firstly, we propose a novel generative transition mechanism (DATL) for
unsupervised domain adaptation in Chapter 3. It is challenging to obtain the generative
intermediates to bridge two different domains. To this end, we propose a novel cross-grafting
mechanism to make the deep generative decoders produce intermediate representations.
Firstly, two parallel variational autoencoders (VAEs) [22] are used to learn the domains’ latent
encodings and different level representations by shared encoder layers. Following this, two
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channels of CGGS are constructed to map the latent encodings to transition space. Then
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [21] are utilized to align the transitions rather than
the original images between the two domains. The transitions play a role as stepping stones to
bridge the source and the target. Extensive experiments demonstrate our model’s effectiveness
and cross-task generalization ability in object recognition.
Secondly, we propose a novel modulated latent encodings (CDLM) for variational transfer
learning in Chapter 4. First, we define a generalized transfer latent space (TLS). It is a
generalization framework for the manipulation of latent space. The modulated latent space
is obtained by the modified reparameterization under the variational autoencoders scenario.
Also, we introduce several modulation instances. Specifically, deep domain features extracted
by a unified encoder are utilized as a perturbation to be modulated with the domain moment
information in a cross-domain manner. Following the modulation, the cross-consistency is
utilized for further inter-class alignment. In our model, the cross-consistency is utilized for
the reconstructions from modulated encodings and the corresponding generations from deep
representations. The theoretical analysis tells us that the mean value of the source’s modulated
latent encoding can be seen as a location shift of the source’s mean value under the influence
of the target; the standard deviation can be seen as a recolouring of the source under the
influence of the target. The modulation can help to reduce the domain gap. Extensive different
homogeneous transfer tasks, such as object recognition and image translation, show that our
model has competitive performance.
Thirdly, we propose a novel leaking GAN-based (LeakGAN) model for the different
retina segmentation based on a semi-supervised approach in Chapter 5. First, a U-Net style
network is used as the discriminator in GANs due to its better performance in medical
image segmentation. Then, we utilize a skip connection between the generator and the
discriminator to perturb the discriminator for an enhanced generalization. Under this scenario,
the generator cannot give a realistic generation but a moderate one. The mild fake generations
and unlabelled samples are used to learn the data distribution. The mean-teacher strategy
is utilized as the consistency regularizer to mimic the noise perturbation in medical images.
Also, a novel consistency loss function is proposed inspired by focal loss. The theoretical
analysis shows that the leaking information can be seen as a probability perturbation for the
discriminator, which guides the generator to give moderate generations and enhances the
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model’s generalization. Experiments on several retina fundus images present our model with
a good segmentation performance in semi-supervised and cross-domain performance for the
different retina images.
In summary, we have followed three different routes to tackle domain adaptation. With
DATL, intermediate domains are constructed by cross-grafting decoding layers. Despite
its success, it contains a very large network structure with multiple components including
both VAEs and GANs. With the second route, we have attempted direct manipulation of
the latent space with the CDLM framework, which results in a much simplified network
architecture while maintaining competitive performance. In fact, our results show that DATL
and CDLM may be complementary to each other in terms of performance for different transfer
tasks. However, it is probably not realistic to combine these two frameworks together as they
are massive in scale already. Finally, the work on LeakGAN focuses on extending GANs
for semi-supervised learning in a specific image segmentation application, obtaining some
promising results.
6.2 Future Work
Our work shows that transfer learning using deep generative models is powerful and appealing.
However, it is still challenging to generate cross-domain images with large domain gaps, such
as the images in the “Office” dataset [3]. Thus, there is more to explore in future work.
Firstly, our current generation is based on full images. While patch- and attention-based
mechanism can find the most relevant invariant domain information to generate cross-domain
images. It could be helpful to generate cross-domain images with large domain gaps. Also, it
may be possible to employ some other discrepancy distances, such as MMD and Wasserstein,
as alternative objective functions for better cross-domain generation.
Secondly, we intend to improve and apply our models to heterogeneous transfer learning
and multi-domain transfer tasks. For heterogeneous scenarios, the source and the target
have different feature spaces. We need to improve the models to extract different features
for adaptation. For example, one channel is for images, and another is for caption texts for
many-to-many cross-domain mapping [109] to be achieved in DATL. There are multiple
sources in multi-domain transfer tasks. As another possible direction, we could utilize a
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multi-adversarial strategy for alignment in our CDLM framework.
Thirdly, it is desirable to obtain a disentangled representation for the generation in an
unsupervised way. We can obtain meaningful latent encodings for the different attributes of
an image. Most of the disentanglement representation research focuses on one single dataset.
It is promising to obtain the disentangled latent encoding for the different domains to boost
the transfer learning performance.
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